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Abstract

Abstract

Kereru (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae) are a species of great biological and

cultural significance within New Zealand. It is an important seed disperser of

large-fruited tree species and a taonga species to Maori, and is in critical

decline over much of New Zealand. Despite this overall trend of decreasing

abundance, there is a prominent and apparently healthy kereru population in

the urban Dunedin area.

This thesis investigates density, abundance and habitat selection of the

Dunedin kereru population. Causes and outcomes of kererii undergoing

rehabilitation due to injury are examined through analysis of historical

rehabilitation records. In an attempt to measure success of the rehabilitation

programme, radio-tracking of rehabilitated kereru was undertaken. Finally,

morphometric measurements were assessed to determine their value as a tool

for sexing kereru. which would aid in conservation and rehabilitation.

Kereru density in six habitat types within Dunedin was investigated

using Distance Sampling. Density estimates were then used to estimate

abundance of kereru within Dunedin City. Density was highest in the

bush/forest habitat (0.24 birds per hectare) which consists of a mosaic of

forested areas. The next highest density (0.16 birds per hectare) was found in

residential 1 habitat, which is characterised by mature gardens with a mixed

vegetation structure. Residential 2 habitat is characterised by open-vegetated

space dominated by lawns and had low kereru density (0.06 birds per

hectare). No kererii were sighted in the commercial, industrial or residential

3 habitats, defined as having less than one third open space and few mature

gardens. These density estimates provided an abundance estimate of 334

kereru in the urban Dunedin environment.
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Abstract

To investigate habitat selection count data collected during distance

sampling were used to construct resource selection functions by comparing

used and available resources. Resource selection by kereru was significantly

non-random over a year-long period (p = 0.001), with residential 1 habitat the

most preferred habitat type.

The density and habitat selection data indicate two habitats are highly

favoured by the current population of kereru in Dunedin. Bush/forest and

residential 1 habitat need to be maintained and enhanced if we wish to

promote kereru within the city. Other habitats which are currently not

utilised can be managed to increase similarities with the favoured habitats

and thereby increase the habitat available for kereru,

Logistic regression on the rehabilitation data-set tested whether cause

of admission, month of admission and age of bird could predict the outcome

of rehabilitation (survival or death). Testing the interaction between age of

bird and cause of admission allowed 74.5°1<> of outcomes to be predicted

correctly. The primary cause of rehabilitation was impact-related injury (37%

of admissions), and the majority of admissions were related to human factors

(67%). Small sample size (n=6) of radio-tracked individuals resulted in little

ability to draw conclusions about the fate of rehabilitated kereru, although

survival rates appeared very low.

Measurements of wing length, head length, bill length, bill width, and

bill height were taken from a museum sample of 59 kereru and their sex was

recorded. A discriminant function analysis tested if these measurements

could accurately predict sex. Predictive power was low with 66.1% of cases

being classified correctly, suggesting, morphometric sexing is not a viable

option for sexing kereru.
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction

Chapter 1 - General Introduction

Kererii

The Kererii or New Zealand Pigeon (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae)

belongs to the Family Columbidae and Order Columbiformes (Moon 2001).

Other common names for kereru include woodpigeon, kuku and kukupa

(Ril T 2001 \\.L lIe)' .LJ. The kereru is a large and distinctive bird, with iridescent

plumage on the head and wings and a stark white underbelly (Higgins &

Davies 1996; Figure 1). There is no sexual dimorphism in kereru, although

juveniles are easily distinguished from adults by differences in plumage, bill

and feet (Higgins & Davies 1996). Due to this lack of sexual dimorphism

there is no currently recognised method of sexing kereru externally, although

it has been suggested that the sexes may differ in bill size and shape (N.

Egerton, pers. comm.). The inability to externally sex kereru has potential

consequences for translocations (to implement locally rare populations) and

research.

Kereru are endemic to New Zealand and are one of only two extant

representatives of the genus Hemiphaga (Mander et a1. 1998). Kereru are

traditionally found in dense mixed podocarp-broadleaf forests with complex

structure, however they are also known to utilise modified habitats such as

forestry, regrowth, urban and suburban areas (Clout et a1. 1986; Higgins &

Davies 1996).

This thesis will investigate abundance of and habitat selection by

kereru in the urban Dunedin environment. It will also examine the fate of

injured and rehabilitated kereru within the city of Dunedin, and attempt to

provide a tool for morphometrically sexing kereru to assist conservation of

the species.
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Chapter 1 - Gene ral Introdu ction

Figure 1: Kereni (Hemiphaga notaeseelnndiaei feeding. Photo ©]amie Newman.

Biological Significance

Kererii play an extre mely important role in seed dispersal in New

Zea lan d as they are the only extant species capable of swallowing fruits

greater than 12 mm in diameter (Mander et al. 1998). Ingested seeds are

passed through the bird intact and dispersed througho ut the habitat (Clou t &

Tilley 1992; Higgins & Davies 1996). Large frui t-bearing species such as

taraire (Beilchmiedia laraire), puriri (Vilex It/cells) and miro (Podocarpus

[errugineusv rely on kereru as a major disperser (McEwan 1978). Loss of

kererii from a reg ion would affect regeneration of any large fruited species,

and could result in long-term changes in the com position of native forests

(Burrows 1994).

Cultural Significance

Due to its role as a berry-eater and seed distribu tor the pigeon is said to

come first among all the children of Tane (God of the Forest) (Gordo n 1938).

Prior to European settlement of New Zea land the kereru was esteeme d above
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction

all other birds for food, and is considered by many Maori to be a taonga

(treasured) species (Gordon 1938). The hunting of birds was carried out as a

ceremonial religious rite and kererii were used not only for their flesh, but

also for feathers and fat (Gordon 1938; Riley 2001). The pigeon is sometimes

spoken of figuratively as a symbol of Maui's spirit and is said to have the

power to foretell the future (Riley 2001). For all these reasons kereru are of

high cultural significance to New Zealand Maori.

Conservation Status

Kereru underwent serious decline following European settlement of

New Zealand which eventually led to absolute protection being conferred

under the Animals Protection and Game Act 1921-1922, s3(1) (Mander et al.

1998). Despite this early protection populations of kereru continued to

decline and recent studies suggest that kereru are still under threat. In a

study covering three native forest sites in the North and South Islands over a

seven year period it was found that mean annual productivity was low in

relation to the mean annual adult mortality rate at all sites (Clout et al. 1995).

Even in the most productive population studied, the recruitment rate of

fledglings did not exceed adult mortality. In a separate study it was found

populations have declined by as much as 50% in some Northland forests

between 1979 and 1993 (Pierce et al. 1993), raising concerns that without

immigration these populations face potential extinction (Clout et al. 1995).

Threats

One of the major threats faced by kereru is that of predation by

introduced species. Predation of both eggs and nestlings by ship rats (Rattus

rattus), possums (Trichosurus vulpecula), stoats (Mustela ermina) and cats (Felis

catus) has been recorded, and appears the most common cause of nest failure

(Clout et al. 1995; [ames & Clout 1996; Powlesland et al. 2003). Recent studies
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction

monitoring the effect of predator control on kereru populations have found

rodent control results in increases in fledgling success (Clout et al. 1995; [ames

& Clout 1996; Gillies et al. 2003; Innes et al. 2004). Predator control may also

offer additional protection to adult kereru A study on the prey of domestic

cats in Auckland City recorded two instances of cats bringing in dead adult

kereru (Gillies 2003). The two kereru may simply have been scavenged, or

predation events may have taken place. If predation is occurring, predator

control could significantly assist population stability.

Despite the fact they have been protected since 1921-1922, kereru are

still threatened by illegal hunting in some areas (Pierce et al. 1993; Clout et al.

1995). While mortality attributed to illegal hunting is much lower than that

due to predation, any extra mortality in a small population is potentially very

important. Another cause of mortality in some areas is impact-related

mortality. Kereru can be injured or killed by flying into windows, cars or

other man-made structures. While this is only a threat in some urban

environments, in the city of Dunedin it is a common cause of mortality (N.

Egerton, pers comm.). It is unknown what effect this additional mortality has

on the Dunedin kereru population as a whole.

A final threat facing kereru is that of insufficient resources, with deaths

due to starvation recorded in poor fruiting years (Clout et al. 1995). A study

on the closely related sub-species, parea (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae

chathamensis) found that the abundance and quality of food species influenced

breeding success (Powlesland et al. 1997). This shows the potential

importance of plant species in affecting not only adult survival, but also

breeding frequency and success (Powlesland et al. 1997). It has been

suggested that any habitat degradation which might lead to reduced fruit

availability, such as logging or browsing by introduced pests, could also

result in increased mortality for adult kereru (Mander et al. 1998).

Lisa Daglish 4



Chapter 1 - General Introduction

Kererii Resource Use

Kereru feed on a wide variety of species and a wide range of plant

items, including leaves, shoots, buds, flowers and fruit (McEwan 1978). In a

comprehensive diet study, 95 plant species were observed to be taken, 26 of

which were exotic species (McEwan 1978). It has been shown that where

possible kereru will exclusively take fruit over other plant matter and fruiting

species may be responsible for long distance movements of kereru

populations: movements related to miro (Prumnopitys ferruginea) and fuchsia

(Fuchsia excorticate) fruiting have been observed (McEwan 1978; Clout et al.

1986; Clout et al. 1991; Pearson & Climo 1993).

Kereru have an inherently low reproductive rate (1 egg laid per clutch),

and like most fruit pigeons they are dependent on fruit for breeding (Clout et

al. 1995). While laying is usually timed so that young fledge at the time of

maximum fruiting, in poor fruiting seasons little to no breeding activity is

observed (Clout et al. 1995; Powlesland et al. 1997). In addition, fewer re

nesting attempts after the loss of a nest were observed at a site with reduced

diversity of fruiting species (Clout et al. 1991). These examples highlight how

food resources can affect population recruitment, and how management of

our plant resources can negatively influence kereru. Kereru do have the

ability to raise more than one chick in productive seasons, so resource

management could also have a positive influence on kererii populations

(Clout et al. 1991; Powlesland et al. 1997).

It is well recognised that kereru diet varies according to season and

resource availability and kereru show a preference for native above exotic

fruits (McEwan 1978; Dunn 1981; Karan 2000). Feeding observations in the

city of Dunedin found most observations of leaf-eating occurred between June

and September, and that exotic species were utilised heavily from mid-Spring

until the native fuchsia (Fuchsia excorticata) ripens (Baker 1999). The native
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Chapter 1- General Introduction

species found to be most heavily utilised for fruit were: fuchsia,

wineberry/makomako (Aristotelia serrata), mapou (Myrsine australis), Coprosma

species, mahoe (Melicytus ramiflorus), cabbage tree/ti kouka (Cordyline

australis) and ngaio (Myoporum laetum) (Baker 1999). The species most

important for buds, leaves and flowers was kowhai (Sophora microphylla)

(Baker 1999). A separate series of observations found that kererii food species

consisted almost entirely of native species in the summer and exotic species in

the winter; the most important species were kowhai and plum and cherry

(Prunus) species (Dunn 1981).

Resource use in kereru has important implications for regeneration of

fleshy fruited plant species as regeneration is closely linked to frugivorous

birds (Burrows 1994). The normal feeding mode of kereru is to swallow fruit

whole, and they have a wide enough gape to swallow and therefore disperse,

most species in the New Zealand forest (Burrows 1994). Other potential

dispersers of our large fruited species are either rare (weka (Gallirallus

australis) and kokako (Calleas cinerea wilsoni)) or extinct (huia (Heteralocha

acutirostris)) (Burrows 1994). As the last large gaped species present in most

environments kereru are extremely important in the regeneration of New

Zealand forests, particularly podocarp/hardwood forests, their traditional

habitat (McEwan 1978). In addition, as kereru adapt to human presence by

utilising urban and modified habitats, this dispersal role means that they are

potential vectors for the spread of weeds, both within these habitats and also

into more natural, unmodified areas. A recent study in Auckland City (Karan

2000) found that while native fruits were favoured, exotic species were an

important resource during autumn and winter when native fruits were scarce.

This highlights that kereru are utilising and potentially dispersing exotic

species, and also shows that exotic species may be important resources for
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction

kereru populations: removing these resources could result in local starvation

events.

Urban Conservation

As global populations increase, the proportion of people living in

urban areas has also increased (Savard et a1. 2000). This urbanisation has a

range of impacts on native species, including habitat loss and fragmentation,

and in mainland United States has become the major cause of species

endangerment (McKinney 2002). Perhaps in recognition of this problem there

is a growing body of literature on the primary impacts of urbanisation,

however there is little evidence of a growing interest in urban ecology in New

Zealand (Freeman & Buck 2003). This is despite the fact that 85% of the New

Zealand population is urban, and people's primary experiences with natural

species will occur in urban environments (Freeman & Buck 2003).

The impact of urbanisation can be dependent both on the composition

of the urban area and the sensitivity of the species of interest. While wildlife

commonly undergoes a negative change in abundance or composition in

urban areas, there have also been several cases where species have reacted

favourably to a city by exploiting the resources the city provides (Clergeau et

a1. 1998; Le Lay 2001). Because much of the literature is concerned with only

one species or one city, it is difficult to detect any obvious patterns due to

urbanisation, or to predict how individual species will react (Clergeau et a1.

1998).

Fragmentation

Habitat fragmentation is well recognised as a threat to the persistence

of wildlife populations and is also one of the primary effects of urbanisation
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction

(Savard et al. 2000; Crooks et al. 2001; Eernandez-Iuricic 2001; McKinney

2002). While urban habitats tend to be highly fragmented, city areas may still

be important as wildlife habitat as there are many factors influencing how

species will react to this fragmentation. It is important to consider both

intrinsic factors (characteristics of the species) and extrinsic factors

(characteristics of the habitat fragments) (Crooks et al. 2001). Intrinsic factors

include body size and population density of the species while extrinsic factors

include size, age, type and connectivity of the habitat fragments remaining

(Savard & Falls 1981; Clergeau et al. 1998; Eernandez-luricic 2000,2001).

Dunedin city is an appropriate example of a highly fragmented urban

environment (Figure 2). A land-use map for the city created in 2003 revealed

23 distinct habitat types ranging in area from as little as 2.2 hectares (ha) up to

3277.5 ha (Freeman & Buck 2003). These 23 categories were classified into

further sub-categories (too small to be displayed on the map), illustrating the

complexity of this urban area.
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction

Figure 2: Map of the City of Dunedin illustrating the fragmented nature of

the landscape (each colour represents one non-continuous habitat type).

Connectivity

It has been suggested that connectivity between fragments may be one

of the primary factors influencing species success in urban areas (Bentley &

Catterall 1997; Fernandez-Juricic 2000; Fernandez-Juricic & [okirnaki 2001;

Ganzhorn & Eisenbeiss 2001). In some areas wooded streets have been found

to increase urban landscape connectivity and provide an alternative habitat

for feeding and nesting (Fernandez-Juricic 2000; Fernandez-Juricic & [okimaki

2001). In southeastern Queensland (Bentley & Catterall 1997) corridors

between fragments supported densities of bushland-dependent species

similar to those found in bushland fragments. However, in the city of
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction

Hamburg corridors or "green" links established between areas did not allow

free movement of all species as they were intended to (Ganzhorn & Eisenbeiss

2001). This caused suitable habitat areas to essentially become islands,

increasing the vulnerability of many bird species (Ganzhorn & Eisenbeiss

2001). Obviously just providing a link is not enough, as the composition of

areas intended as corridors appears to play an important role.

Human Disturbance

An additional impact of urban environments on wildlife species is the

increased exposure to human disturbance. It has been suggested that the

suitability of parks and wooded streets as habitat for wildlife is influenced by

human disturbance (Fernandez-juricic 2000). Increasing numbers of

pedestrians within park systems can result in reduced overall species

abundance and species richness, can increase species turnover and reduce

foraging and breeding densities (Fernandez-Iuricic 2000). By negatively

affecting foraging strategies human disturbance can ultimately modify habitat

selection and temporal patterns of habitat use (Fernandez-juricic & Tel1eria

2000). Human disturbance also reduces the probability of occupation and

species persistence on wooded streets (Fernandez-Iuricic '2000). While all

recorded effects due to disturbance are negative, tolerance to human

disturbance is very species-specific and some species may not be so affected

by disturbance (Fernandez-Iuricic & [okimaki 2001; Fernandez-Iuricic 2004).

Urban Kererii

Kereru are one species that appear to have adapted successfully to the

urban environment, with large numbers of birds observed feeding in and

around the city of Dunedin (pers obs). However, no research has yet

quantified the number of kereru present in the different habitats within the
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction

city of Dunedin. Kereru are highly visible due to their large size and

distinctive flight pattern, so it is possible that a small number of individual

birds are being observed on many separate occasions (Higgins & Davies

1996).

Kereru in Dunedin have been found to utilise both native and exotic

species heavily, with over 36 different food species being targeted (Dunn

1981). The winter diet consists almost completely of native species, while in

summer the predominant food species are exotics. Other anecdotal feeding

observations confirm that the Dunedin population target a wide range of

resources (Baker 1992; Baker 1999), however specific habitats were not

identified. The observations give no information on whether kereru are

utilising all habitats within the city equally or one habitat type in particular.

In addition, while it is recognised that there is a seasonal shift in feeding from

natives to exotics, it is unknown if this causes a geographical shift in the

kereru population.

The Dunedin area includes the Town Belt, dating from the 1870s,

which is comprised of a connected series of well developed parks and native

remnants. However, the majority of open space in the city is in privately

owned gardens as can be seen in Figure 2, p 9 (Freeman & Buck 2003). While

the value of the native remnants is recognised, little thought has been given to

the role of large areas of private gardens in relation to native wildlife.

Rehabilitation

A problem unique to urban environments is that of a relatively high

rate of injuries among urban bird species, often impact-related. In Dunedin,

this has led to a rehabilitation programme being established. The programme

is managed by a local veterinary nurse (N. Egerton) working in a voluntary
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction

capacity, and receives an average of 13 to 14 kereru per year to rehabilitate

(see chapter 4). Kereru are treated before being re-released into the city.

In terms of wildlife, rehabilitation usually refers to restoring an animal

to a condition similar to that seen in the wild, and releasing that individual

back into the natural environment (Mander 2003). Rehabilitation can be

undertaken for a number of reasons, such as enhancing critically low

populations and enhancing local populations of a species of interest to the

community (Sweeney et al. 1997; Mander 2003). An important element of

rehabilitation is to determine survival and breeding success of the treated

individuals following their release in order to assess the efficacy of the

rehabilitation process.

Aims

This thesis aims to investigate several aspects of the ecology of the

Dunedin kereru population. Because very little is known about this

population the primary aim is to determine seasonal patterns of kererii

density in the city in six habitats of interest, with particular focus on the role

of modified garden habitats. Having calculated density in each of the habitats

of interest I will then measure selection by kereru for each habitat.

In recognition of the large number of injuries sustained by kereru as a

threat to the Dunedin population, two secondary aims are: 1) to analyse data

on injured birds to improve our understanding of causes of injury and risk

factors, such as season, age of bird and location, and 2) to investigate the

success of the kereru rehabilitation programme in terms of post-release

survival.

A final aim of relevance to all kereru populations will be investigated.

The ability to externally sex kcreru would be a useful tool for both
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conservation and research purposes. Therefore, I will assess whether it is

possible to sex individuals using morphometric measurements, using

museum specimens as my sample.

The structure of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter 1 -+ General introduction

Chapter 2 -+ Estimating seasonal density and abundance of kereru in six

urban habitats in Dunedin

Chapter 3 -+ Resource Selection by kereru in six urban habitats

Chapter 4 -+ Rehabilitation of injured kereru

Chapter 5 -+ Morphometric sexing of kereru

Chapter 6 -+ General discussion and conclusions

Some of the information presented is relevant in more than one chapter

however every attempt has been made to minimise repetition.
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Chapter 2 - Estimating Abundance of Kereru in an

Urban Environment

Introduction

Urban Bird Abundance

Prior research in urban areas indicates that urbanisation typically has

negative effects on native wildlife. As urbanisation of an area increases, bird

species richness or diversity tends to decrease, as does overall abundance (e.g.

Clergeau et al. 1998; e.g. Cam et al. 2000; Clergeau et al. 2001). Increasing

levels of human disturbance associated with urbanisation also have a range of

negative effects on wildlife species. Decreases in density or abundance,

changes in feeding strategies and feeding success, and a reduction of foraging

and breeding opportunities have all been observed as responses to the urban

environment (Fernandez-luricic & Telleria 2000; Fernandez-Iuricic 2000, 2000;

Chavez-Leon & Velazquez 2004). It has also been suggested that increasing

fragmentation, which is a common feature of urban landscapes, may increase

extinction risk for many species (Crooks et al. 2001).

The majority of studies conducted on birds in the urban environment

use index count data as a measure of species richness/diversity and

abundance (e.g. Bentley & Catterall 1997; Clergeau et al. 1998; Sewell &

Catterall 1998; Cam et al. 2000; Fernandez-Juricic 2000, 2000; Clergeau et al.

2001; Fernandez-Iuricic 2001, 2004; Femandez-Iuricic et al. 2004). However,

as the importance of measuring detectability gains more emphasis in research,

it is slowly becoming more common to use distance sampling methods to

estimate density (e.g. (Crooks et al. 2001; Chavez-Leon & Velazquez 2004;

Newson et al. 2005)). The effects of urbanisation and fragmentation have also
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been assessed using mathematical models based on mark-recapture data or

species presence-absence matrices (e.g. Cam et al. 2000; Ganzhorn &

Eisenbeiss 2001).

Study Animal

This study aims to examine seasonal abundance of kereru in different

urban habitats using distance sampling to calculate density estimates. Kererii

are large and distinctive, with iridescent plumage on the head and wings and

a stark white underbelly (Higgins & Davies 1996). This stark white breast in

combination with their large size makes kererii easily visible in most

landscapes. Kererii are known to utilise modified habitats including urban

and suburban areas (Clout et al. 1986; Higgins & Davies 1996) and have in

these areas adapted to human presence. Often visible on power lines or

vegetation adjacent to road systems, kereru seldom move in response to

human presence, even when approached to within less than a metre (pers obs).

This characteristic makes them well suited to distance sampling as it is likely

the assumptions of detection at initial location and detection on the line

(assumption 1 and 2) will be met.

Kereru populations are in gradual decline over much of the New

Zealand mainland owing to high levels of predation (Innes et al. 2004). In

some areas the mean life expectancy for kereru is only 1.5 years (Powlesland

et al. 2003) and intensive studies have found that productivity is very low in

relation to adult mortality (Clout et al. 1995). In a comparative study of

fledgling success in predator controlled and non-predator controlled areas,

the area with no control saw 100% of nests fail to produce fledglings (Clout et

al. 1995). Despite all this evidence that kereru populations are threatened, the

Dunedin kererii population is believed to be healthy. This perception is

probably due to the fact that kereru are highly visible in the city and therefore
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considered to be abundant, however no quantitative research has been

conducted to test this belief.

Due to the lack of prior research there are many unknowns concerning

the Dunedin kereru population. The most obvious of these is population size,

but information is also lacking on population distribution within the various

habitats of the city and seasonal fluctuations in the population. Dunedin city

provides a variety of habitats ranging from light industrial areas to remnants

of native vegetation. While kereru are traditionally a lowland forest bird they

are known to utilise a wide range of habitats, including urban areas, when

there are appropriate resources present and may use various areas within

Dunedin city (Clout et al. 1986; Higgins & Davies 1996). Prior studies

conducted in various parts of New Zealand suggest that habitat use varies

seasonally and kererii have been observed making long distance seasonal

movements (Clout et al. 1986; Clout et al. 1991; Harper 2003; Smith &

Westbrooke 2004). It is unknown whether the Dunedin population exhibits

similar behaviour but there is anecdotal evidence that kereru are less

abundant at certain times of year.

Abundance Estimation

The estimation of abundance is an essential part of many wildlife

studies. Knowledge of abundance is required when building species

distribution maps, assessing population trends, investigating species habitat

relationships and for the management of wildlife populations (Heydon et al.

2000; le Mar et al. 2001; Focardi et al. 2002; Rosenstock et al. 2002; Norvell et

al. 2003).

Many methods exist to address the question of species abundance,

each with their own positive and negative points. These methods include:

distance sampling, mark-recapture, harvest models, pellet counts, strip
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transects (total counts) and index counts/relative-abundance methods

(Buckland et al. 2000; Rosenstock et al. 2002; Dique et al. 2003; Norvell et al.

2003; Nielson et al. 2004; Smart et al. 2004; Newson et al. 2005). Before

beginning research on a species it is important to consider which survey

method will best provide a reliable answer to the question of population

abundance using the available resources (Dique et al. 2003). It is also

important to determine what levels of accuracy and variation are required, as

despite the method chosen, increased effort is generally needed to improve

accuracy and reduce variation (Focardi et al. 2002).

When species are cryptic or live in concealing habitat (e.g. deer)

abundance is generally estimated via indirect methods such as pellet counts

(Smart et al. 2004). Accuracy of this method is strongly dependent on faecal

persistence which varies between both season and field sites and the

defecation rate which varies between species (Smart et al. 2004).

Estimating abundance by use of total counts usually involves

partitioning an area of interest and conducting a systematic survey, counting

all individuals in the area. An advantage of total counts is that the results are

easily interpreted, and additional information of interest (such as sex, age and

reproductive status) can also be collected (Dique et al. 2003). Despite these

benefits, total count surveys are rarely appropriate when assessing wildlife

populations, as most wildlife is not sedentary, making the assumption of

complete detection difficult to meet (Dique et al. 2003).

Harvest models are methods that use data collected during a harvest to

estimate either abundance or trends in abundance (Buckland et al. 2000).

Harvest models can be used for both open and closed populations. Examples

of harvest models include: catch per unit effort data, removal methods,

change-in-ratio methods and maximum sustainable yield calculations. These

methods tend to be flawed in terms of either assumptions or input data
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(Buckland et al. 2000) which makes harvest models a less certain way of

estimating abundance.

The mark-recapture method is also referred to as the Peterson

estimator (Buckland et al. 2000; Seddon et al. 2003). The theory behind mark

recapture is that a known number of animals (M) from the target population

are captured, marked and released to mix freely with the rest of the

population. A second sample (n) is taken and the number of marked

individuals (m) is recorded. From these figures an estimate of the complete

population (N) can be constructed using the equation N = nM/m (Buckland et

al. 2000). The estimate works by relating the proportion of known marked

animals in the entire population to the proportion of marked animals in the

sample. This mark-recapture method is particularly suitable for estimating

the size of closed populations (Buckland et al. 2000; Seddon et al. 2003)

however, in practice, populations are often open.

Counts of bird detections as an index of abundance (index counts or

relative-abundance methods) are often used to determine distribution and

abundance of terrestrial birds (Rosenstock et al. 2002). A recent review found

that 95% of land-bird studies rely on index counts to calculate a primary

estimate of abundance (Rosenstock et al. 2002). Index counts are also

applicable to studies of mammals (Heydon et al. 2000; Koenen et al. 2002;

Ruette et al. 2003) however are more commonly used for bird studies.

With index counts researchers collect detections which are then

converted into an index value, such as number of detections across the

sampling unit (Rosenstock et al. 2002). These relative-abundance figures do

not generally have a well defined relationship to the true density of the

population being sampled, as no allowance is made for the assumption of

constant proportionality (Norvell et al. 2003). The assumption of constant

proportionality states that there is a constant probability of detection in all
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counts and relative abundance indices rely on this assumption to produce

valid results (Norvell et al. 2003). While researchers can attempt to control

detectability through standardisation, no testing of the constant

proportionality assumption is possible (Rosenstock et al. 2002; Norvell et al.

2003). There is strong evidence that detection probability varies with

observer, habitat, species and environmental conditions (Nichols et al. 2000;

Norvell et al. 2003).

Long-term studies attempting to assess trends in terrestrial bird

populations using index counts may occur over multiple seasons, years and

habitats, using multiple observers (Brown & Boyce 1998; Heydon et al. 2000;

Nichols et al. 2000). All these factors are potential causes of bias and prevent

data collected in different conditions from being directly comparable.

Without a way of controlling for these factors data collected using relative

abundance methods will be flawed. As long-term research is typically

interested in assessing trends and comparing data from multiple sites or

seasons, index counts are not the most appropriate method to estimate

abundance.

Distance Sampling

The distance sampling methods of line and point transects have been

applied to the sampling of animal populations since 1980 (e.g. Anderson et al.

2001; Buckland et al. 2001; Lloyd 2003; Chavez-Leon & Velazquez 2004). It is

generally recognised that of the two methods, line transect sampling is

superior. As distance sampling considers objects on or near the line/point to

be most important objects seen at a large distance provide little information

about density (Buckland et al. 2001). Point transects tend to lead to a large

number of distant observations and require more effort to obtain similar
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results to line transects (Buckland et al. 2001; Ruette et al. 2003). The theory

behind distance sampling will be outlined below as for line transects.

With line transect sampling an observer walks a randomly located line

searching for the object of interest (usually the study species but pellets, nests

or other features of relevance can also be used). Where a sighting is made the

perpendicular distance to the detection is recorded along with any other

parameters of interest. Any number of lines (of a total length L) can be used.

A primary advantage of distance sampling is that by measuring

perpendicular distance the observer can model variation in detectability

(Rosenstock et al. 2002). The detection function g(y) is central to the concept

of distance sampling and states:

g(y) = the probability of detecting an object, given that it is at distance

y from the random line or point

= probability [detection I distance y] (Buckland et al. 2001).

Incorporating the detection function into an analysis allows

environmental (e.g. habitat) and experimental (e.g. observer) factors to be

controlled for, theoretically allowing unbiased estimates of density to be

calculated. There are three critical assumptions related to distance sampling

that must also be met in order to construct reliable estimates. The key

assumptions are as follows:

1) Objects directly on the line are always detected (i.e. g(O) = 1). If

objects on or near the line are missed then the estimate will be biased low

(Buckland et al. 2001).

2) Objects are detected at their initial location prior to any movement

in response to the observer. Movement independent of the observer generally

causes no problems however if evasive movement in response to the observer

occurs prior to detection the estimate will be biased low (Buckland et al.
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2001). Conversely, if movement is towards the observer the estimate will

show a positive bias in estimated density (Buckland et al. 2001).

3) Distances are measured accurately. Ideally recorded distances are

exact, with no measurement errors, recording errors or accidental heaping

(Buckland et al. 2001). It is particularly important that measurements near the

line are made accurately (Buckland et al. 2001).

The primary advantage of distance sampling is that it allows for

differences in detection by habitat (or even species or observer) so that studies

are comparable despite minor differences in these factors. This means multi

year, multi-site and multi-species surveys are that much easier to interpret

and power to detect change and to estimate abundance is increased.

Study Area

The study area is the city of Dunedin. Dunedin was chosen for

sampling due to the common belief that kereru are present in high numbers

throughout the city and lack of quantitative research to determine density of

kereru or determine which resources or habitats they are using within the

city. As it has been suggested that the Dunedin kereru population is stable or

increasing and kereru are declining in most of the mainland areas that have

been surveyed (Clout et al. 1986; Clout et al. 1991; Clout et al. 1995; [ames &

Clout 1996; Mander et al. 1998), it is important to determine if there is a true

increasing population, and if so which habitats the birds are using that are

causing this success.

I will estimate kereru density in six habitat types within the urban

environment of Dunedin and determine which, if any, of the habitat types is

most heavily utilised by kereru populations. In addition, I will test for any

seasonal trend in kereru density.
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Methods

Study Area

The study area was defined as the city of Dunedin, as outlined by a

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) land-use map (Freeman & Buck 2003).

The GIS map was split into 23 habitat types, and from these six habitats were

selected for sampling: Industrial, Commercial, Bush/Forest, Residential 1,

Residential 2 and Residential 3 (Figure 3).

Figure 3: City of Dunedin showing the six habitats of interest (Red ;

Industrial, Yellow ; Commercial, Green ; Bush/Forest, Dark Blue

Residential 1, Mid Blue; Residential 2, Light Blue; Residential 3).
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The six habitats were selected because they covered most of the city

area and because they were considered the habitats most likely to be utilised

by kereru. The industrial zone in Dunedin is a light industrial zone,

consisting primarily of warehouse style buildings with very few vegetated

areas. Most of the industrial habitat is situated on the waterfront, although

there are small patches of industrial habitat spread all over the study area.

The commercial zone occurs in the city centre (the main business area) and in

the shopping areas of outlying suburbs. Bush/forest refers to a mosaic of

forested areas around the city, including the town belt and botanical gardens.

The three residential habitats (I, 2 and 3) cover the majority of open space in

the city and consist mainly of privately owned gardens (Freeman & Buck

2003). Residential habitats were defined as follows: residential 1 - more than

one third of the property is open-vegetated space, characterised by mature

gardens with a mixed vegetation structure; residential 2 - more than one third

of the property is open-vegetated space, dominated by lawns and; residential

3 -less than one third open-vegetated space with small or no gardens, mainly

lawn and flower-beds with no large vegetation complexes (adapted from

Freeman & Buck 2003). All of the habitats sampled are distributed

throughout the study area as a series of fragments or patches (Figure 3).

Sampling

Sampling Design

Distance sampling was used as this method has been found to provide

reliable and unbiased estimates of density (Brown & Boyce 1998; Cassey &

McArdle 1999; Norvell et al. 2003). Line transect sampling was used instead

of point transects as point sampling requires a larger sample size and tends to

have too many distant observations (Buckland et al. 2001; Rosenstock et al.

2002).
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Each transect was one kilometre (km) in length and was measured

using a metre-wheel. A minimum distance of 100 metres (m) was left

between transects. It has been suggested that there should be a minimum of

ten lines surveyed in order to obtain an appropriate variance (Buckland et al.

2001), however the areas of habitats being sampled varied in size, and the

commercial, residential 3 and residential 1 habitats were not large enough to

contain 10 transects. They had six, eight and nine transects respectively, the

industrial and bush/forest habitats had ten transects and the residential 2

habitat had twelve, as it covered a greater area.

Owing to the fact that the habitats sampled consisted predominantly of

private property it was not possible to randomly place transects (there were

issues with access to properties). All transects were placed on roadways,

except for in the bush/forest habitat where half were placed on roadways and

half on public walking tracks. It was possible that kereru on roadways may

have been more detectable or less abundant than away from roadways so

transects were standardised across habitat types in an attempt to minimise

any bias.

Sampling Protocol

It is recommended that visits to a transect be at least four weeks apart

(Newson et al. 2005) so each transect was sampled once every six weeks from

April 2004 to March 2005. All transects were sampled by a single observer

wearing neutral clothing (for consistency), and were sampled at random

times during the periods from 9-11 am and 2-6 pm. No observations were

taken in the middle of the day as birds appear to rest during this period (i.e.

are less visible). Observations were not made when weather conditions were

extreme as such conditions have the potential to affect detection rates and are

therefore a source of bias (Heydon et al. 2000; le Mar et al. 2001; Diefenbach et
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al. 2003). Transects were walked at a measured pace, with occasional stops

and backwards checks. Habitat type did not affect the amount of time spent

on each transect, with all lines being surveyed at approximately the same rate.

When a sighting was made, the number of kereru. horizontal distance from

transects, activity of the bird, and plant species being utilised (where known)

were recorded. If the kereru sighted was in flight, the distance to first

sighting was recorded. In many cases it was not possible to measure exact

distance to the kereru, In these cases distances were estimated and calibrated

by pacing where possible. Pacing was checked against known distances

periodically throughout the course of the study to ensure estimates were both

accurate and consistent.

Analysis

Raw data were examined in order to identify any outliers and check if

cluster size was affecting detection. Scatter plots of cluster size and

perpendicular distance showed no evidence of cluster size detection bias.

Perpendicular distances of sightings from the entire study area were grouped

into 5 m intervals, and observations beyond 45 m (n = 3) were truncated.

There was no evidence of clumping. This left the number of perpendicular

distance observations as n = 128, well in excess of the minimum

recommended 60-80 sightings (Buckland et al. 2001).

After truncation and grouping, data were analysed using the software

Distance 4.1 (Thomas et al. 2003). Initially data were analysed for the entire

study area. Alternative models were fitted for the detection function curve

and Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) was used to select the most

parsimonious model (Burnham & Anderson 1998). This model was then used

to estimate kereru population density for the surveyed study area (3731
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hectares). The coefficient of variation and 95% confidence intervals were used

as measures of precision.

To determine if there were seasonal trends in density the

perpendicular distance data collected over a 12 month period were then

separated into two temporal groups for analysis. Data collected in the

months April to September were classified as the 'cool' season and the

months October to March were classified as the 'warm' season. The initial

analysis was re-run with post-stratification by the season category. This was

done to determine if pooling the seasonal observations in the prior analysis

was justified. Using the distance method pooling is justified where the sum of

the AlC values for the global detection function with stratification by season

exceeds the AlC value for the global (data pooled) model (Buckland et al.

2001).

Perpendicular distances were then stratified by habitat type, and the

most parsimonious model for each habitat type was selected. These models

were used to determine if kereru were present in different densities in each

habitat by constructing population estimates for each specific habitat.

Stratifying by habitat resulted in each stratum having a varying number of

detections. It is suggested that 20-30 detections are required per strata for

adequate estimation of density and this is met by the data for the three

habitats in which kereru were detected (bush, n = 64; residential I, n = 32;

residential 2, n = 32) (Buckland et al. 2001). Where observations are split into

strata this way it is recommended to fit a detection function to the pooled data

before fitting detection functions separately to each strata (Buckland et al.

2001). Where the sum of AlC values across strata is less than the AlC value

from the pooled analysis the detection function differs between the strata and

fitting it to each strata (habitat) separately will improve precision of the

overall density estimate (Buckland et al. 2001).
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As in three of the six habitats there were no sightings of kererii these

were then removed from the analysis. This was done in order to determine

how estimated density would change if we looked only at habitats being

utilised.

Precision of estimates

The measure of precision used for the calculated estimates is the

coefficient of variation. Precision will improve with increasing numbers of

detections and it is possible to calculate a transect length (L) that must be

surveyed to gain a specified level of precision. With a recorded detection of no

objects over a total line length L; and using the coefficient of variation cv(D)

derived from the survey data, the equation L = Lo[cv(D)]2/[cvt(D)]2, (where CVt is

the target value for the coefficient of variation) allows us to calculate the

required transect length (Buckland et 0.1. 2001)).
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Results

Density

The most parsimonious mode l for the detection data pooled across all

strata is shown in Figu re 4. This mod el esti ma ted density of kereru (D) to be

0.080 individuals per ha with a coefficient of va ria tion of 23.5% and lower and

upper con fidence limits of 0.051 and 0.128 individuals per ha. The percentage

of va riance attribu table to variance in encounter rate was 89.7%.
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Figure 4: Detection function as fitted to all observations pooled across

habitat.

Seasonal changes in density

Post-stratifying the model by season did not improve the AIC value for

mod el fit. Thi s sugges ts that it is reaso nable to pool the data over season and

for all further analysis the seasona l effect was disregarded. The density

valu es estima ted separately for the warm and cool seasons were very similar
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(Table 1, Figure 5). While there was no significant difference in density

between the two seasons, detectability did vary; with the effective strip width

(E5W) being 22.1 m (18.3 to 26.5) in the cool season and 18.7 m (15.2 to 23.0) in

the warm season.

Table 1: Overall density estimates calculated with post-stratification by

season.

Season Density Lower Upper Coefficient of

confidence confidence variation (%)

interval interval

Cool 0.07858 0.04950 0.12473 23.25

Warm 0.06462 0.04082 0.10227 23.15

Overall 0.14319 0.10341 0.19827 16.49
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Figure 5: Density estimates for the cool and warm seasons with 95%

confidence intervals displayed as error bars.
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While distance observations were recorded in eight groupings (over

the period of a year) in order for sample sizes to be adequate Distance 4.1

required that these data be split into only two groups for analysis. As all

eight observation groupings could not be analysed using Distance the data

were instead graphed to assess any non-significant temporal changes. The

average number of sightings by time period sampled was plotted for all

habitats (Figure 6), and the number of sightings for each time period was

plotted separately for each habitat sampled (Figures 7-9).
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Figure 6: Average number of kereru sightings by time period sampled, error

bars show standard deviation of the data.

There was no significant difference in kereru density between the cool

and warm seasons however figure 6 suggests slightly more sightings were

made in the August/September sample. This could have been affected by the

fact the ESW is slightly wider in the cool season (22.1 m as opposed to 18.7 m).
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Sightings in the 'bush' habitat
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Figure 7: Number of sightings for each time period in the bush habitat (error

bars show standard deviation) .

Sightings in the 'residential 1' habitat
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Figure 8: Number of sightings by time period in the residential 1 habitat,

standard de via tion shown by erro r bars.
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Sightings in the 'residential 2' habitat
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Figure 9: Number of sightings in the residential 2 habitat by time period,

standard deviation shown by error bars.

Differences betw een Habitats

Analysing the data with stratification by habitat resul ted in an

improved AIC va lue. This proves tha t fitting the detection function

separately for each stratum provided a more precise density estimate for the

who le area. This analysis estimated overall density at 0.087 individuals per

ha with a coefficient of variation of 20.7% and lower and upper confidence

limits of 0.057 and 0.132 individuals per ha . The percentage of variance

attributable to variance in encounter rate ranged from 79% - 94%. Density

was also estimated separately for each ha bitat in the analys is (Table 2).
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Table 2: Density estimates for each stratum (six habitats sampled).

Habitat Density (birds Lower Upper Coefficient of

per hectare) confidence confidence variation (%)

interval interval

Bush 0.24176 0.12077 0.48398 33.28

Residential 1 0.16003 0.07915 0.32357 33.20

Residential 2 0.05791 0.02981 0.11252 31.33

Following removal of the three habitats in which no sightings were

made, the overall density estimate increased from 0.087 individuals per ha to

0.117 individuals per ha (coefficient of variation = 22.1%). This increase is due

to the reduction in sampling effort and area, the density being calculated only

for the 2864 ha of habitat (31 transect lines) in which sightings were made

rather than the entire sampled area of 3730 ha (55 transect lines).

Precision of estimates

Calculating transect length (L) using survey data from the three

habitats and a CVI of 15 or 10 gives a required effort of 538 km or 1211 km.

This means 538 km of transect would need to be surveyed to achieve a

coefficient of variation of 15% and 1211 km surveyed to achieve a coefficient

of variation of 10% (providing the detection rates remained constant). If the

same equations were calculated for the entire study area (including the three

habitats in which no detections were made) the required effort increases

considerably, with 838 km of transect needing to be surveyed to obtain a

coefficient of variation of 15% and 1885 km needing to be surveyed to obtain a

10% coefficient of variation.
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Discussion

Given the density estimates for the habitats in which kereru were

found it is possible to make a population estimate for the three habitats of 334

kereru (168 in the bush habitat, 48 in the residential 1 habitat and 118 in the

residential 2 habitat). There may also be kcreru present in habitat areas that

were not sampled, however the majority of the city area consists of the six

habitats sampled (Figure 3) so additional areas are likely to support low

numbers only.

These density estimates highlight the key importance of bush habitat in

supporting the highest densities of kercru: around 50% of kereru were found

in this one habitat. The town-belt and botanical gardens areas are evidently a

very important resource for this population. Residential 1 habitat,

characterised as having more than one third of the property as open

vegetated space, with mature gardens of a mixed vegetation structure, was

also found to play an important role in supporting kereru, with the next

highest population density. Much of the residential 1 habitat is situated very

close to the town belt which is part of the bush habitat and an important area

of remnant native vegetation. This suggests that both bush fragments and

residential 1 habitat should have their current vegetation structure

maintained or enhanced if we wish to retain kererii populations at their

current level, as vegetation structure, being related to resource availability,

strongly affects use of habitat by kererii,

While maintaining the current vegetation is relatively straightforward

in the bush habitat, which is managed by the Dunedin City Council (DCC), it

presents an interesting challenge in terms of residential habitat. Residential

areas are characterised by privately owned homes, and managing wildlife on

private land presents unique difficulties. The DCC has no control over
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private land and should the land owners choose to remove vegetation from

their properties important resources for kereru could be lost. The DCC do

however manage the streets and these often have small areas where

vegetation can be planted and managed. In addition to this they have the

ability to set guidelines and restrictions for new buildings. This could result

in vegetation buffers being created for new subdivisions and protection for

existing mature vegetation on new building sites. It is also possible to

encourage land owners to maintain and even enhance their properties to

make them more attractive to kereru through education.

Previous studies have suggested that preferred habitats of birds may

become less suitable as avian density increases, and that this might cause less

preferred habitats to be selected for by new individuals (Fernandez-Iuricic

2001). This emphasises the potential role of habitats other than the bush

fragments; as when the kereru population in bush habitat reaches an

optimum density other habitats will become more important if the population

is to continue increasing.

It appears that despite the commonly held belief that kereru are

present in high numbers throughout the whole of the study area, certain

habitats have very low kererii densities. In fact, no sightings were made in

three of six habitats over the period of an entire year. The industrial habitat

(light industrial with little vegetation), commercial habitat (business areas)

and residential 3 habitat (mainly lawns, small or no gardens) seemed to

provide little support for Dunedin's kereru. However, sightings of kereru

have been made in these habitats (pers obs), which suggests they can be

utilised, if infrequently. It is likely that the estimated densities (and sightings

upon which they are based) are very strongly related to the presence of

kereru-specific resources in each of the habitats. In a study following

rehabilitated kereru (chapter four) one radio-tagged individual was found in
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the commercial habitat over 90% of times it was located. On each occasion the

kereru was in the same small vegetated patch feeding upon the same

resources. This shows that despite the lack of sightings in these habitats

during the distance surveys, they can still provide important resources. It

also indicates that the presence of food appears to be the primary reason for

kereru to move into these habitats. Should the under-utilised habitats be

planted and managed with food species known to appeal to kereru it is

possible that densities could increase, both for the managed habitat and for

the study area as a whole.

Temporal Trends

No temporal trend in kereru density was apparent in the data despite a

previously documented shift in resource use by kereru between summer

(exotic species utilised) and winter (native species utilised) (Dunn 1981; Baker

1992; Baker 1999). This lack of evidence for a shift in density between seasons

has two potential explanations. The first is that there is no real shift in

resource use between seasons. The second is that each habitat contains

enough resources, both native and exotic, to support kereru in both seasons,

i.e. that a shift in resource use does not equate to a shift in density. Intensive

vegetation sampling would build a detailed picture of the distribution of

native and exotic resources important in kereru diet, which would show us if

each habitat of interest is capable of supporting kereru year round.

Sources of Bias

The fragmented nature of the study area is likely to be the primary

source of bias in the above research for several reasons. The small size and

patchiness of the habitats sampled resulted in an inability to randomly place

the line transects (one of the assumptions of distance sampling). In addition,

owing to the fact that the majority of land surveyed was privately owned,
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transects were set along roadways, which are non-random and are often

curving, thereby violating the straight line assumption. While this is

generally considered to be poor survey practice, it has been suggested that

existing paths can be effectively used when cutting straight paths is not an

option, and it is often possible to randomly select from a group of pre-existing

paths (Hiby & Krishna 2001). The only constraints when sampling from a

curving and pre-existing path are that the detection distance (y) recorded be

the minimum distance from the path to the object of interest, and the

minimum radius of curvature of the path sampled be less than the width of

the shoulder of the detection probability function. As I randomly selected

transects from the straightest paths possible within the habitats of interest and

measured minimum distance from the path to a kereru it is likely that the

collected data are quite robust to analysis by the standard distance sampling

methods I have used.

The main flaw with sampling from a curving path (as outlined by Hiby

& Krishna 2001), is the expected mean density along the paths sampled may

differ from the mean density of the entire study area. This can occur when

the network of paths is either used or avoided by the target species, or

because it fails to representatively sample the available habitat (Hiby &

Krishna 2001). Sampling along roadways can result in large sections of the

habitat of interest being obscured by private homes. This means that the

effective area (i.e. the area seen) is much smaller than the total area considered

to be covered, and could result in the sampled area being non-representative.

In some cases the fragments of interest covered a very small area and

in these cases every effort was made to situate transects in the centre of the

fragment in an attempt to ensure all sightings made were in the habitat being

sampled. Even with this non-random placement, visibility may have

extended into other habitats in some areas. I attempted to minimise this risk
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by noting during all observations made whether the habitat appeared to have

changed. I also truncated all data beyond a distance of 45 m prior to analysis.

Even in the smaller fragments everything within 45 m of the line was still

within the habitat of interest.

Another potential source of bias is that of clothing colour; however the

colour of clothing worn by the observer was consistently neutral. It has been

found that observer clothing colour can affect both approach distance and

detectability period for some species (Gutzwilier & Marcum 1997). This has

important implications for any form of distance sampling, as if clothing worn

by observers is not standardised differences noted in detectability may simply

be due to an animal's response to the observer, and therefore a violation of

the assumptions rather than being a true difference. While the above research

focused primarily on species of bird that conform to the species-confidence

hypothesis (birds attracted to mates whose colours match theirs, or repelled

by atypical colours, Gutzwiller & Marcum 1997), clothing colour has the

potential to affect any species being surveyed, even if only by affecting

detectability of the observer. While this is unlikely for kereru, which do not

appear to respond to pedestrians, it was still controlled for.

Future Prospects

The above research draws attention to the positive role urban habitats

can play in supporting native wildlife species. Kererii were found to be

relatively abundant within Dunedin City despite reported declines in kereru

populations throughout much of New Zealand (Pierce et al. 1993; Clout et al.

1995). Developed areas are increasing throughout New Zealand and this

work shows they have potential to be used as an unusual wildlife

management tool. Kererii were found to select habitats that provided

required food resources. Knowledge of preferred habitats provides an
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opportunity for the management and development of the urban environment

to promote kereru populations.
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Introduction

Resource Selection

Resource selection studies are often motivated by the need to manage

animal populations. Discovering which resources are used more than others

provides important information on biological requirements for species

survival (Arthur et al. 1996; McClean et al. 1998; Manly et al. 2002; Waiters et

al. 2002). Quantifying habitat use can also aid in predicting the effects of

habitat change and determining key resource areas for species survival

(Arthur et al. 1996; McDonald & McDonald 2002).

No matter what habitat a species is found in, adequate quantities of

appropriate resources are necessary both to sustain populations and to

promote reproduction. It is a common assumption that a species will select

resources based upon their quality and the ability of those resources to meet

the species' life requirements (Manly et al. 2002). Resource selection is

typically studied by comparing used to available resources or comparing used

to non-used resources (Manly et al. 2002). Use is said to be selective when

resources are utilised disproportionately to their availability (Manly et al.

2002). Any unit being selected can be thought of as a resource, with resources

often being divided into habitat categories (Boyce & McDonald 1999).

Sometimes predictor variables are associated with these resource units, such

as human disturbance or tree cover (Boyce et al. 2002).

If the distribution of resources such as habitat types is known, it is

possible to characterise the distribution and abundance of species dependent

on those resources using a resource selection function (RSF) (Boyce &

McDonald 1999; Manly et al. 2002). While it is possible to detect and measure
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the degree to which a resource is selected (or avoided) using this method, the

underlying reason for selection or avoidance is not necessarily revealed

(Manly et al. 2002). It is often assumed that the extent of habitat use reflects

quality and abundance of resources in those areas, however many factors may

contribute to resource selection (Boyce & McDonald 1999). These include

population density, competition with other species, forage availability,

predation, habitat patch size and inter-patch distances (Manly et al. 2002).

Resource selection can also be affected by season, sex, age class, behaviour of

the individual and daily activity patterns (Manly et al. 2002). Due to this it

has been suggested that long term studies where availability or use changes

over time should focus on one season, or address each season separately

(Schooley 1994).

While selection can be measured by comparing any two of used,

available and unused resource units, the most common sampling protocol is

to compare a random sample of available units with a random sample of used

units (e.g. Boyce & McDonald 1999; Manly et al. 2002; e.g. Apps et al. 2004).

Studies are then conducted either at the population level, with a random

sample taken from and results applicable to the entire population; or the

individual level, where individual animals are identified (Manly et al. 2002).

The majority of resource selection studies are observational which directly

affects inference, with apparent patterns of selection potentially being affected

by unmeasured variables (Erickson et al. 2001).

Urban Resource Selection

The urban environment can be regarded as a new and unique

ecological system, providing new resources, rather than simply a degraded

environment (Clergeau et al. 1998; DeStefano & DeGraaf 2003). Wildlife

found in an urban environment falls into two key groups, opportunists that
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adapt to new resources provided by the environment, such as garbage, and

species which access traditional resources within the urban area, such as

fruiting trees (Clergeau et al. 1998). Kereru (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae) fall

primarily into the latter category, feeding on traditional food resources

present in the city; however they also access exotic planted species that would

not normally be present in the wild.

Resource use in an urban environment is typically examined in terms

of habitat selection. Selection is often measured in terms of bird species

richness, temporal persistence, or abundance of the species of interest (e.g.

Clergeau et al. 1998; e.g. Cam et al. 2000; Hostetler & Knowles-Yanez 2003;

Chavez-Leon & Velazquez 2004; Fernandez-juricic 2004). As urban

environments are typically fragmented, researching urban resource selection

requires special consideration of the spatial and biological implications of this

patchiness on the species of interest.

Dunedin City is an example of a fragmented urban environment. It is

made up of a wide range of diverse habitat types, and habitats are often not

continuous, being interspersed with other habitat types (Figure 10). Despite

the fragmented and developed nature of the area seemingly high densities of

the native woodpigeon, kereru, have been observed in the city. This study

aims to investigate habitat selection by kereru in the urban Dunedin

environment, in order to determine which habitats within the urban area are

promoting the kereru population.

Methods

Study Area

The study area was defined as the city of Dunedin, as outlined by a

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) land-use map (Freeman & Buck 2003).

The GIS map was split into 23 habitat types, and from these six habitats were
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selected for sampling: Industrial, Commercial, Bush/Forest, Residential I,

Residential 2 and Residential 3 (see Figure 3; Chapter 2). These six habitats

were selected because they covered most of the city area and because they

were considered the habitats most likely to be utilised by kererfi. Each habitat

is made up of a distinctive set of physical and environmental factors. This

entire area was classified as being available for use for the kereru population.

The industrial zone in Dunedin is a light industrial zone consisting

primarily of warehouse style buildings. Most of the industrial habitat is

situated on the waterfront, although there are small patches of industrial

habitat spread all over the study area. The commercial zone occurs in the city

centre (the main business area) and in the shopping areas of outlying suburbs.

Both the industrial and commercial zones are typically bordered by the

residential 2 habitat and have some patches of vegetation that are potential

resources for native birds. Bush/forest refers to a mosaic of forested areas

around the city, including the town belt and botanical gardens. The three

residential habitats (I, 2 and 3) cover the majority of open space in the city

and consist mainly of privately owned gardens (Freeman & Buck 2003).

Residential habitats were defined as follows: residential 1 - more than one

third of the property is open-vegetated space, characterised by mature

gardens with a mixed vegetation structure; residential 2 - more than one third

of the property is open-vegetated space, dominated by lawns and; residential

3 -less than one third open-vegetated space with small or no gardens, mainly

lawn and flower-beds with no large vegetation complexes (adapted from

Freeman & Buck 2003). All of the habitats sampled are distributed

throughout the study area as a series of fragments or patches (Figure 3;

Chapter 2).
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Sampling

Resource selection was measured by comparing used and available

resources within the study area. The availability of habitats (resources) of

interest was measured by a GIS map of the study area. Used resources were

randomly sampled by recording kereru sightings in the habitats of interest.

These data were collected in conjunction with counts for abundance estimates

(Chapter 2). In addition to recording habitat, where possible the specific

resource being used was identified.

The kererii sampled were not individually identified, making this a

Design 1 study (Manly et al. 2002). Measurements of availability and use

were made for all kereru in the study area and this is the population to which

results can be applied.

It was decided to measure habitat selection through use and

availability rather than use and non-use for three primary reasons. It is often

difficult to demonstrate non-use for mobile animals (such as kereru), non-use

can depend on sampling intensity, and there is difficulty in defining non-use

when there are a large number of points that may have been used (Boyce et al.

2002).

Analysis

Selection ratios (w: ) were calculated for each of the six habitats of

interest. These are defined that for each habitat the value of the ratio is

proportional to the probability of that habitat being utilised, assuming each

habitat or resource is equally accessible (Manly et al. 2002). The selection ratio

was calculated using the equation:

Wi = Oil 7T.i

where o: is the used sample proportion (number of sightings made in

that habitat divided by the total number of sightings) and 7T. i is the
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proportional area of the habitat (i) in the study area. This selection ratio was

then converted into a standardised index (B) by dividing the selection ratio

for the habitat of interest by the sum of the selection ratios for all habitats.

Ninety-five percent binomial confidence intervals were calculated for the

standardised index (Zar 1996).

A chi-squared test was then conducted on the null hypothesis that

kererii were randomly selecting habitats in proportion to their availability.

The chi-squared statistic took the form

Xp2 = I(Ui- u+7T.i)2/ U+71i, for i = 1 to I,

and with I - 1 degrees of freedom where I = number of habitat

categories. If Xp2 is significantly large when compared to the percentage

points of the chi-squared distribution it indicates a departure from the null

hypothesis that selection is random (Manly et a1. 2002). While logistic

regression is increasingly popular in habitat selection studies it is

inappropriate in use-availability studies such as this one (Keating & Cherry

2004).

In order to determine if different resources are selected in the warm

and cool seasons, the data were then split into two groups and the same

analyses conducted for each season.
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Results

The data indicate that resource selection by kereru of six habitats in the

city of Dunedin over the period of a year was non-random, (Xp2 = 161.03,

degrees of freedom = 5, P < 0.001, Table 3). When the data were split into two

seasonal groups to allow for potential temporal variation resource selection

was non-random in both seasons (Xp2 = 73.05 and 88.35 for warm and cool

seasons respectively, P < 0.001 for both, Table 4, Table 5).

Residential 1 habitat was selected significantly more often than

expected, with the proportion of the area (T( = 0.080) falling below the lower

limit of the confidence interval in all three analyses (95% confidence interval

for: entire year = 0.117 to 0.878, Table 3; warm season = 0.138 to 0.881, Table 4;

cool season = 0.113 to 0.875, Table 5).

Analysing the data individually by habitats shows use was

significantly non-random for the bush, residential I, residential 2, residential 3

and industrial habitats over the period of a year (p = 0.001). When split

seasonally, use was significantly non-random in both seasons for the bush

and residential 1 habitats (p = 0.001) and the residential 2, residential 3 and

industrial habitats (p = 0.05).
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Table 3: Estimation of selection indices for kererii in six habitats in Dunedin City over the period of a year.

Habitat Proportion Used Selection Standardised Lower 95% Upper 95% Chi-

of Area (IT) Sample Index Index (B) confidence confidence squared

Proportion (w) interval interval

(0)

Residential 1 0.080 0.25 3.129 0.494 0.117 0.878 46.361

Bush 0.185 0.50 2.703 0.427 0.080 0.836 68.664

Residential 2 0.503 0.25 0.497 0.079 0.000 0.534 16.284

Residential 3 0.102 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.440 13.075

Industrial 0.100 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.440 12.834

Commercial 0.030 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.440 3.809

Total 1.000 1.00 6.329 1.000 N/A N/A 161.026
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Table 4: Estimation of selection indices of kererii in six habitats in Dunedin City during the warm season.

Habitat Proportion Used Selection Standardised Lower 95% Upper 95% Chi-

of Area (IT) Sample Index Index (B) confidence confidence squared

Proportion (w) interval interval

(0)

Residential 1 0.080 0.26 3.306 0.508 0.138 ' 0.881 22.523

Bush 0.185 0.51 2.754 0.423 0.096 0.816 30.159

Residential 2 0.503 0.23 0.540 0.069 0.000 0.517 8.058

Residential 3 0.102 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.433 5.414

Industrial 0.100 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.433 5.314

Commercial 0.030 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.433 1.577

Total 1.000 1.00 6.510 1.000 N/A N/A 73.046
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Table 5: Estimation of selection indices of kereru in six habitats in Dunedin City during the cool season.

Habitat Proportion Used Selection Standardised Lower 95% Upper 95% Chi-

of Area (IT) Sample Index Index (B) confidence confidence squared

Proportion (w) interval interval

(0)

Residential 1 0.080 0.24 3.004 0.484 0.113 0.875 24.064

Bush 0.185 0.49 2.667 0.430 0.081 0.838 38.548

Residential 2 0.503 0.27 0.530 0.086 0.000 0.555 8.325

Residential 3 0.102 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.451 7.661

Industrial 0.100 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.451 7.520

Commercial 0.030 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.451 2.232

Total 1.000 1.00 6.201 1.000 N/A N/A 88.350
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Discussion

Selection Patterns

There is strong evidence that kereru within the city of Dunedin are

exhibiting resource selection. Specifically, the results show that residential 1

habitat, characterised by mature gardens with a mixed vegetation structure, is

being significantly selected for. This suggests that this habitat may be of

particular value to the Dunedin kereru despite its modified, fragmented

nature and the small area it covers.

The habitat type present in Dunedin which most resembles the

traditional habitat in which kereru are found is the bush/forest habitat. While

it might be predicted that bush/forest would therefore be strongly favoured,

selection for this habitat was consistently lower than the more modified

residential 1 area. Kereru are known to utilise exotic food species heavily

when they are available ((Dunn 1981; Karan 2000). The presence of higher

numbers of exotic species in the residential 1 habitat may have positively

influenced selection patterns by kereru. Another potential cause of this

selection pattern is quality of food resources within the bush/forest habitat.

The Dunedin Town Belt and connected areas are under pressure from

invasive weed species, and introduced pests such as possums (Trichosurus

vulpecula) browse heavily upon fruiting and flowering tree species. If a

normally preferred habitat has the quality of its food resources lowered by

high numbers of weeds and heavy browse by introduced species it will

become less desirable.

All the patterns of selection observed in the above study relate solely to

food requirements of kereru. No research was conducted into breeding

requirements in terms of required nesting habitat and no incidences of nesting

or breeding were observed. While conclusions can be drawn about the
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habitats or resources required to maintain the kereru population, no

information on resources required to promote and sustain breeding are

available.

Selection of each habitat or resource type was consistent throughout

the period of a year, with no obvious seasonal difference in resource use.

Kereru are known to make large-scale movements to different food resources

at different times of year (Clout et al. 1986; Clout et al. 1991; Harper 2003).

The lack of such movements in the Dunedin region may suggest that the

urban environment provides high quality habitat, with enough resources to

support the kereru population regardless of season.

It has previously been thought that the fragmented nature of urban

habitats reduced their suitability as wildlife habitat. Recent work has shown

that some animals have the ability to assess habitat quality at the landscape

scale, allowing them to utilise small fragmented patches of high quality

habitat within a developed area (Atwood et al. 2004). Kereru are highly

mobile and it is likely that they are exhibiting a similar behaviour to this.

Fragmented landscapes provide less of a barrier to bird species capable of

moving between disjointed patches with ease such as kereru.

Prior research into urban environments suggests that bird species

abundance, persistence and richness are positively correlated with increasing

vegetation complexity and negatively correlated with increasing levels of

human disturbance (Fernandez-Juricic 2000; Clergeau et al. 2001; Fernandez

[uricic 2001, 2002; Chavez-Leon & Velazquez 2004). Few authors present

information on the type and quality of vegetation in urban environments.

However it has been suggested that older urban parks that cover larger areas

have increased habitat complexity, which in turn positively affects species

richness (Clergeau et al. 2001). In one bird species for which the urban habitat

was vastly different to the natural habitat, density in urban areas was around
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half of that found in the natural environment (Chavez-Leon & Velazquez

2004). It is difficult to draw conclusions about the effect urbanisation has on a

species when habitats are not comparable. However, the species mentioned

above also suffered a (smaller) reduction in density in an area of natural

habitat when exposed to moderate human disturbance (Chavez-Leon &

Velazquez 2004). This indicates that even when an urban environment

provides high quality natural resources, other influences of urban areas, such

as human disturbance, may reduce the suitability of such areas. More

research on differences between populations of native species found in both

urban and natural environments would enhance understanding of the role

urban habitats may play.

Limitations

While resource selection studies can provide valuable information

about habitat use and species distribution, results should be evaluated with

caution. For example, the chi-squared goodness of fit test used above

assumes resource selection is independent among animals (Dasgupta &

Alldredge 2000). This assumption is violated when animals are gregarious or

avoid con-specifics (Dasgupta & Alldredge 2000). Kereru do not exhibit anti

social behaviour and are not typically gregarious, so in this case the chi

squared test is an appropriate measure. Caution is also required when

interpreting results from habitats that cover varying sized areas. When

highly favoured resources are only present at very low densities then they

will not be used much, and less favoured resources may be used to a very

high level if they are the only ones present (Manly et al. 2002). Resource

selection studies can accurately determine habitat use but are limited when

drawing conclusions about species resource preferences (Erickson et al. 2001).

Demonstration of choice, in conjunction with evaluation of the consequences
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for fitness, is crucial when attempting to understand the adaptive significance

of any disproportionate use of habitats (Jones 2001).

Future Directions

Calculating resource selection made by a species provides an estimated

probability of use for each habitat. Given this probability of use in

conjunction with the area of each resource unit, or habitat, it becomes possible

to create a predictive model of any risk or value of habitat changes

(McDonald & McDonald 2002). As a GIS map of Dunedin City already exists

(Freeman & Buck 2003), there is potential to create a tool to monitor probable

consequences for kereru of any form of habitat management conducted in the

city. Decreased availability of feeding resources has been shown to effect

both breeding and adult survival in kereru, so such a tool is especially

relevant for this species (Clout et a1. 1995; Flux et a1. 2001).
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Introduction

Rehabilitation

Wildlife rehabilitation usually refers to restoring an animal to a

condition similar to that seen in the wild, and releasing that individual back

into the natural environment (Mander 2003). There are many reasons for

undertaking the rehabilitation of sick or injured wildlife. Rehabilitation can

enhance population growth in the early stages of species recovery when

dealing with critically low populations (Sweeney et al. 1997). Rehabilitating a

locally rare species can enhance local populations and promote species of

interest to the community (Mander 2003). Often, species have been injured

because of the way humans have altered the environment, and in such cases it

can be argued that we are ethically responsible for their care.

Rehabilitating wildlife can also have unexpected benefits. Wildlife

undergoing rehabilitation can be used in public education programmes,

contribute to research or captive-breeding programmes and allow the

rehabilitator to develop expertise in the handling and management of the

species (Dubois & Fraser 2003). Often endangered birds are of considerable

cultural importance to indigenous peoples who value their feathers and parts

(Harden 2003). If rehabilitation fails, bodies can be made available to these

groups, providing an important resource (Harden 2003; Mander 2003).
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Issues surrounding rehabilitation

Health

Some of the primary concerns in rehabilitation are the health of the

individual being treated and the health of the population from which it came.

Birds that require help following an injury or illness often have a suite of

medical problems. These can include emaciation, disease and a high

prevalence of parasites.

Emaciation

When first presented for rehabilitation, many birds are both

dehydrated and emaciated (Perlman & MacLeod 2003). Rehydration is

relatively easy to achieve, but severe emaciation can result in the

gastrointestinal tract becoming unable to digest standard food items (Perlman

& MacLeod 2003). In cases such as this survival is dependent on a specialised

diet.

Parasites

A recent study examined 84 birds admitted for rehabilitation for the

presence of endoparasites and ectoparasites (Lierz et al. 2002). Ectoparasites

were found in 97.6%, blood parasites in 26.9% and endoparasites (in the form

of flukes, tapeworms and roundworms) in 58.3% of the individuals examined.

These high numbers of parasites may be a by-product of the birds' overall

reduced fitness, or may have led to their reduced fitness. The figures

highlight the importance of examining any individuals undergoing

rehabilitation for parasites and treating them accordingly (Lierz et al. 2002).

A wild population of the species concerned would also need to be sampled

and screened for parasites in order to determine normal parasite load.
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Disease

Disease is an important consideration in rehabilitation programmes for

many reasons. Birds in captivity are often in closer proximity with other

individuals than they would be in the wild. Any diseased individuals need to

be identified and isolated in order to minimise the spread of infection, and

hygiene within an aviary needs to be strictly maintained to avoid any new

disease risks. In addition, there needs to be screening checks in place when

releasing rehabilitated birds to ensure that they do not carry diseases that

could then be transmitted to the wild population.

Welfare

Humane treatment

It is important that all individuals undergoing rehabilitation are treated

in as humane a manner as possible. Birds are often severely stressed by

captivity, so in cases where the animal is in pain, and rehabilitation is not

possible, prompt euthanasia is the best option (Mander 2003). Sometimes an

injury will prevent a full recovery (e.g. a fractured wing) and where release to

the wild is the primary aim, these cases should also result in euthanasia

(Mander 2003). It is also important to determine if releasing rehabilitated

individuals is humane, i.e., that they do not suffer distress, disorientation and

premature death due to some failure in the rehabilitation process (Morris

1997).

Behavioural Modification

In some cases time spent in captivity can result in behavioural changes

in the captive individuaL Wild animals are naturally afraid of people, but

rehabilitation can result in their becoming partially tame (Morris 1997). This
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can result in them displaying naive behaviour after their release that can

result in death. It is important therefore that time in captivity and time spent

with people are minimised (Mander 2003). In addition, if the bird needing

rehabilitation is a very young juvenile, imprinting may occur. In some species

the young will imprint upon whoever raises them, which can result in their

being unwilling to breed with individuals of their own species later in life

(Payne et al. 2000; Hansen & Slagsvold 2003).

Post-release survival

An important factor in any rehabilitation programme is the post

release survival of the species undergoing rehabilitation. Monitoring post

release survival is an effective method of determining the success of the

rehabilitation (Lander et al. 2002). As rehabilitation typically requires many

resources, such as time, facilities and money, monitoring can allow the

rehabilitator to determine if the cost of this process is justified. The first step

is deciding what constitutes a successful rehabilitation. Successful release has

been defined many ways. These range from survival for at least 4 weeks

(Warkentin 1986) to there being no significant difference in survival and

reproduction of rehabilitated and wild individuals (Lunney et al. 2004).

Kererii rehabilitation

Fifty-four injured kererii (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae) have been

rehabilitated in Dunedin since March 2000, with rehabilitation taking place in

a small privately owned aviary. Kereru rehabilitated in this area were unable

to build wing strength and flying ability due to a lack of space for flight

practice. In response to this issue a large aviary was established at the

Dunedin Botanical Gardens in March 2003. The aviary was large enough to

allow kereru to practise flight. Caged flight has been found to be an effective

method of increasing muscle fitness in some species of raptor (Greene et al.
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2004) and should also be sufficient for kereru to develop flight fitness and

ability.

Kereru undergoing treatment typically came from the general public,

who hand them to the Department of Conservation or a veterinarian upon

finding them injured (N. Egerton, pers comm). Birds entering the aviary were

rehabilitated by a veterinary nurse (N. Egerton) working in a voluntary

capacity. Typically 13 to 14 kereru entered the rehabilitation programme each

}Tear. Due to a lack of resources, no post-release monitoring had been dOl1e.

This lack of monitoring became an issue when further funding was sought to

finance the construction of a larger aviary.

In January 2004 I began to monitor any birds admitted to the aviary

after their release to determine how successful the rehabilitation process had

been. Successful rehabilitation in this case was defined as post-release

survival for a period of 4 or more weeks. My primary objective was to

determine survival, with secondary objectives of monitoring dispersal and

habitat use within the study area.
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Methods

Study Area

The study area was defined as the city of Dunedin (see Figure 3,

Chapter 2), as outlined by a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) land-use

map (Freeman & Buck 2003).

Study Period

Any kereru admitted to the aviary between January 2004 and January

2005 was included in the sample of rehabilitated birds. Records from

previous years suggested we could expect up to 14 birds to enter the

rehabilitation programme during that time. Following release the birds were

tracked until their death, loss of transmitter, migration from the study area or

the end of the study in March 2005.

Radio-tagging

When kereru in the aviary were ready for release they were captured

using a 50cm hand net, and a radio transmitter (Sirtrack, NZ) was attached. A

weak-link, backpack harness was used (as developed by (Karl & Clout 1987))

as these reduce risks associated with snagging. Transmitters weighed

between 18.2g and 19.6g and were less than 4% of the bodyweight of a kereru.

Each transmitter had a unique radio frequency and delivered pulsed signals

that were received on a Telonics TR-4 receiver with a hand-held, collapsible,

three-element yagi antenna. This method has been used to track kereru

before and does not appear to have any detrimental effects on individuals

(Clout et al. 1991; Clout et al. 1995).

Capture stress is exhibited by several species, and can result in

elevated levels of corticosterone (Silverin & Wingfield 1998; Jessop et al. 2004).
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In kereru, capture stress has often resulted in the bird needing further

rehabilitation or even in death (R. Powlesland, pers. comm.). To avoid this,

signs of stress such as blinking, panting and heart rate were monitored. If the

bird appeared stressed I only fitted the transmitter, which was the first

priority. If the bird appeared relatively unstressed I weighed it and attached

leg jesses constructed from flexible coloured PVC (polyvinyl chloride). These

protrude behind the leg and act as coloured leg bands, to allow visual

identification of each individual. Normal colour bands are inappropriate for

use on kereru as their leg feathers obscure closely fitted bands. Weights were

then taken using a hand-held, 2500g pesola®. Birds were left in the aviary for

one week following transmitter attachment to ensure the harness did not

affect flight ability. When kereru were deemed fit to leave, a hatch in the

aviary was opened to allow for soft-release.

Radio-tracking

Following release the kereru were tracked daily for the first week (the

period of highest risk for the birds), after which they were tracked

intermittently. The transmitter signal was followed until the bird was

sighted, at which point the location (GPS position), activity, habitat type and

vegetation being used were recorded. Tracking was done on foot and the

frequency of sightings was determined by the accessibility of the individual.

The range of a signal can be reduced to as little as 20m or blocked by the

presence of large buildings (pers obs) which resulted in some of the birds

being lost for some time periods. Successful rehabilitation was defined as

survival for a period of four or more weeks.

Rehabilitation Data Set

Information on all birds undergoing rehabilitation in Dunedin in the

past four years has been collected and stored by the rehabilitator (N. Egerton).
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Information recorded includes: age of bird (adult/juvenile), month of

admission, cause of admission, time spent in rehabilitation and the outcome

(death, euthanasia or release). Sex of the bird is not recorded as there is no

external method for sexing this monomorphic species. It has been suggested

that the sexes differ in bill size and shape (N. Egerton, pers. comm.) however

there has been no quantitative test of whether it is possible to sex kereru using

morphometric measurements. This data was entered into SPSS and a binary

logistic regression was performed to test the affect of age, cause of admission

(both categorical variables), and month of admission on the final outcome. In

addition, the effect of the interactions between age and cause of admission,

age and month of admission, and between month and cause of admission

were investigated. A t-test (two sample, equal variance) was performed to

test the interaction between time in rehabilitation and outcome.
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Results

Radio-tracked birds

Survival of individuals

Ten kereru came through the rehabilitation programme during the

period of my research. Of these, two did not survive and two escaped the

aviary when severe winds tore open the exit hatch. This left a sample size (n)

of six. Two of six (33.3%) birds were found dead after their release. Of these,

one bird died less than two weeks after release with no visible or obvious

cause of death. The body was found in an unusual location (inside a flax

bush). This kereru may have collided with power-lines above the area but

there was no obvious reason for it to be in such a location. The other death

occurred approximately one month after the release and the body had been

either predated or scavenged. Two of the six birds lost their transmitters

when the weak link in the harness snapped and two birds appear to have left

the study area as no signal was present in Dunedin city. One of the birds that

had lost a transmitter was subsequently recaptured after a sighting of its leg

jesses, but it is unknown if the other two birds actually left the area or if the

transmitters failed (Table 6). It is impossible to know the outcome

(death/survival) of the 50°1<) of birds that were lost, however at least one of the

three lost birds was not lost in the initial four week period, defined as success.
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Table 6: Fate of radio-tracked kereru.

Transmitter Release Date Fate Comments

Number

29 23/02/2004 Lost 24/03/2004 Weak-link snapped

29 26/08/2004 Alive 14/06/2005 Looks well

(recaptured)

39 09/05/2004 Lost 29/06/2004 No signal in study area -

possible dispersal or

transmitter failure

10 12/05/2004 Dead 14/06/2004 Body predated or

scavenged

02 10/05/2004 Dead 21/05/2004 No obvious cause of death

46 10/05/2004 Lost 26/05/2004 Weak-link snapped

26 7/10/2004 Lost immediately No signal retrieved at all-

possible dispersal or

transmitter failure

Habitat Use by Radio-Tracked Kereru

All rehabilitated kereru were released in the Dunedin Botanical

Gardens (bush/forest habitat) in the immediate area of the aviary. Three of

the five kereru tracked used the bush/forest habitat exclusively (number of

sightings (n) = 10, 12 and 14). The bush/forest habitat is a mosaic of forested

areas around the city, including the town belt and botanical gardens. The

three birds remained close to the botanical gardens (the release point). Two of

the kereru showed almost no dispersal, remaining within a few hundred

metres of the release site, although one moved one to two kilometres through

a continuously vegetated area to a patch of the town belt. One of the kereru

was located in the bush/forest habitat half of the time and in the residential I
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habitat half of the time (n = 20). The residential 1 habitat consists of privately

owned gardens where more than one third of the property is open-vegetated

space and is characterised by mature gardens with a mixed vegetation

structure. The bird using these two habitats moved from the botanical

gardens to the residential habitat adjacent to the town belt above the city. The

final bird had a quarter (25.8%) of its sightings in the bush/forest habitat and

the remainder of locations were in the commercial district next to the

university campus (n == 31). P111 of the sightings in the commercial area were

within a few city blocks of the release site in a single patch of vegetation. This

patch of vegetation contained one kowhai (Sophora microphylla), a known food

source, and the majority of sightings were made on this one tree. It also

contained some large exotic trees which appeared to be used as roost trees,

and some immature native vegetation which was not utilised by the kererii.

Rehabilitation Data Set

The rehabilitation data set consisted of records for 54 kereru, and

average of 13 to 14 birds per year of record collection. The data set (n=54)

shows that 55.6°1<) of kereru died during rehabilitation and of these 18.5% were

euthanised. The remaining 44.4% were released. The amount of time spent in

rehabilitation was strongly related to outcome, with birds that were released

requiring an average of 48.3 days in care and birds that died spending an

average of only 7.5 days in care. This relationship was highly significant (p =

0.0008).

The number of kereru needing rehabilitation also varied with time of

year. November had the highest number of individuals over all 4 years

(Figure 10). Thirteen to 14 kereru were admitted each year, 40.8% of these in

spring (September to November), 28.6% in summer (December to February),

24.5% in autumn (March to May) and only 6.1% in winter (June to August).
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Rehabilitation by month and age of bird
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The prima ry cau se of kererii reha bilitation in Dunedin was impact

related accide nts (37.0% of ad missions), specifically wi th windows (27.8%,

Figure 11). Other injuries (frac tures, lacerations and head and joint injuries)

we re responsible for 24.1% of ad missions and 14.8% were due to birds being

too yo ung or exhibiting naive behaviour - primarily juvenile birds (Figure

11).
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The logistic regression testing the effect of age, cause of admission and

month of admission on the outcome of rehabilitation found that none of these

three variables were significant and provided no improvement in the model

(p = 0.158, R2 = 0.059). Testing the interaction between age of the bird and

cause of admission caused 74.5% of cases to be correctly classified (up from

58.8%) and there was significant support for the model (p = 0.043, R2 = 0.390).

Despite this improvement no specific cause in relation to age "Alas found to be

significant. The interaction between cause of admission and month of

admission also increased the number of cases classified correctly (from 58.8%

to 72.5%) and there was significant support for the model (p = 0.026, R2 =

0.360). Again, no specific interaction was significant although the interaction

between month of admission and window impacts as a cause of admission

approached significance (p = 0.071).
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Discussion

Survival rates

Two of the six radio-tagged kererii died following release, giving a

mortality rate of 33.3%, however one of these birds died after surviving for a

four week period, which was defined earlier as success. Prior to its death the

kereru was foraging well and it is difficult to know if this bird was more

vulnerable due to the rehabilitation process or was simply killed by a threat

facing all kereru in Dunedin. Only one of the tagged birds is still known to be

alive and the fate of 50% of the sample is unknown, due to transmitter loss

and movement from the study area. At least one of the birds lost from the

sample was tracked for over 4 weeks before loss. Taking survival for at least 4

weeks following release as our measure of success would therefore give a 50%

success rate. The small sample size (n=6) combined with the high rate of

transmitter loss (n=2) and bird loss (n=2) mean it is difficult to make

inferences from this study to all rehabilitated kereru,

In prior studies of wild kereru, annual adult mortality has been found

to range from 18% to 53% in some areas (Clout et a1. 1995), while in other

areas kereru have an average life expectancy of just 1.5 years (Pow1es1and et

a1. 2003). In the best case scenario for the rehabilitated birds (assuming all lost

birds survived) then mortality in these birds falls within the range of that of

studied wild populations, at 33.3%. Assuming all lost birds did not survive,

mortality increased to as much as 83(Yo. It is important to recognise that all

kereru in Dunedin face the same threats the rehabilitated birds face, and

mortality in the wild population may also be high. I was unable to conduct a

comparative study by measuring survival of kereru that had not been

rehabilitated, however such a study would be extremely valuable. Knowing
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survival rates in the wild population would allow a more objective measure

of success to be determined.

Value ofRehabilitation

In order to determine if the rehabilitation programme is worthwhile it

is important to consider both the costs and the benefits of the rehabilitation

process. Each kereru released from the programme will have spent an

in care. All kereru undergoing rehabilitation must be fed, housed and treated

for their injuries or disease. In the above study post-release mortality was at

least 33%. While tagged kereru were often observed in the company of other

individuals no display or mating behaviour was observed, so it is unknown if

rehabilitated birds contribute to the breeding population following release.

When assessing whether rehabilitation provides enough benefits it is

worth remembering that all kereru have an inherently low reproductive rate

(with 1 egg laid per clutch), and in some years little to no breeding activity is

observed (Clout et al. 1995; Powlesland et al. 1997). This low reproductive

output makes kereru populations vulnerable to any additional adult

mortality. If none of the 13 to 14 birds needing rehabilitation each year were

released, population recruitment might be negatively affected. It is also

worth noting that the primary causes of admission to rehabilitation are due to

human impacts on the environment (67°lcl of admissions). In these cases it can

be argued that we are ethically responsible for their care.

Kereru from the programme are also of value in other ways. Birds that

are euthanised or die during rehabilitation are passed to the Otago Museum.

They then become part of a cultural resources database from which feathers

can be requested by various iwi throughout the South Island (1. Soehle, pers.
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comm.). As it is now illegal to harvest kereru this is the only way in which

Maori can access feathers for traditional crafts.

Kererii undergoing rehabilitation have been used as a tool for

education in the past. Small groups of children visiting the botanical gardens

have visited the aviary to discuss the threats and issues surrounding native

birds in a city. This teaches children about minimising the threats that kereru

face. However, these visits have since been stopped in order to reduce stress

for the kereru.

Causes ofRehabilitation

While some factors that require kereru to undergo rehabilitation, such

as naive behaviour or juveniles falling from nests, cannot be mitigated; other

factors resulting in kereru injury could potentially be managed and

minimised. The primary reason adult kererii undergo rehabilitation is

impact-related injury, and these impacts are primarily with windows (Figure

13). It is assumed that birds do not see glass and fly directly into it rather

than avoiding it. Educating home-owners in high density kererii areas about

this risk and encouraging behaviour such as placing objects on window-sills

or window art on large glassed areas of their homes could lead to decreased

numbers of kererii impacts. This is a relatively simple task and a large

number of rehabilitations could easily be avoided through some simple

advocacy.

Kereru also require rehabilitation when they become emaciated, and

thereby too weak to survive alone. Emaciation is a serious threat to kereru

and starvation events leading to death have previously been recorded in wild

populations (Clout et al. 1995). This threat can only be managed through the

management of all vegetation resources in the Dunedin region. Obviously

fruiting cannot be controlled, being dependent on environmental conditions;
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however resources can be retained and protected rather than removed. In

addition, future management of the Dunedin habitat could enhance resources

available to kererii (and thereby also to smaller frugivorous species) by

planting known food species such as native fuchsia, cabbage tree (ti kouka),

wineberry (makomako), coprosma and kowhai.

An additional group of kererii requiring rehabilitation was birds that

had been attacked. However, unless a bird is observed being attacked there is

no proof the injuries it bears were the initial problem. If a kereru was already

weakened or ill and rendered flightless, predatory species could capitalise on

this by attacking the bird. This does not imply they are originally responsible

for the bird's reduced fitness. It is worth noting however, that a study on

prey items of domestic cats in Auckland city recorded two incidences of dead

kereru being bought in by pets (Gillies 2003). Again it is impossible to know

whether the cats acted as predators or scavengers, but incidences of cats

chasing kereru within trees have been observed (pers. obs.) and it is likely that

given the opportunity a cat would attempt to attack a kereru.

Rehabilitation Issues

Parasites

At this phase of the rehabilitation programme no screening for parasite

load is being conducted. In addition, it is unknown what a normal parasite

load for wild kereru is. Parasite screening is important for two reasons. The

first is that as kereru are rehabilitated in an aviary with other injured birds,

parasites could easily be spread between individuals. The second is that

success of the rehabilitation could be adversely affected if individuals have an

abnormal parasite load. Addition of parasite screening upon admittance of

new individuals is likely to enhance the overall success of the rehabilitation

programme.
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Disease

When kereru are first admitted for treatment they are quarantined in a

smaller aviary for a short period of time. This ensures that any virulent

disease is observed before the bird is admitted to the larger aviary and comes

in contact with other kereru. Despite this process the presence of disease is

still a concern in the rehabilitation programme. Feeding bowls put out for the

kereru attract smaller birds, primarily house sparrows (Passer domesticus),

which fly through the aviary mesh to access the food. These high numbers of

small birds defecate in the aviary feeding bowls and water bowls, a serious

issue as they carry salmonella that kereru are vulnerable to. Potential

solutions for this issue include only placing food in the aviary for limited

amounts of time or covering aviary edgings with a finer mesh.

Welfare

Kereru in the aviary are observed daily for any signs of pain or chronic

weakness. When birds are injured to the extent treatment will not allow

release into the wild, euthanasia is prompt. This minimises unnecessary

captivity and discomfort for the kereru. Contact with humans is also

minimised to reduce stress placed on the birds. The new larger aviary has

been fitted with a soft-release hatch. This allows kereru to fly from the

enclosure without needing to be caught and transported.

There is no evidence that the rehabilitation process causes any form of

behavioural modification. Fifty-four kereru have been rehabilitated since

2000 and there have been no reported cases of kereru imprinting on humans.

In addition to this, post-release observations suggest that rehabilitated kereru

interact comfortably with and behave similarly to wild individuals.
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Habitat Use

All of the radio-tracked kereru utilised the bush/forest habitat, with

three of the birds appearing to use this habitat exclusively. This emphasises

the importance of the habitat. While we cannot be sure exactly why kereru

seem to select bush/forest areas, it is likely that there are a wide range of food

species present and a complex vegetation structure. However, wild kereru

were found to select for residential 1 habitat even above the bush/forest

habitat (chapter 3). This difference between wild and rehabilitated kereru

may be due to the position of the aviary in a continuous patch of the

bush/forest habitat, however the difference may not be significant. As kereru

rely on the quality of their food resources for both breeding and survival

(Clout et al. 1995; Powlesland et al. 1997) it is important that they have access

to habitats that can fulfil their dietary requirements.

While most prior work on kereru has been conducted in areas

dominated by native vegetation (Clout et al. 1986; Clout et al. 1991; Smith &

Westbrooke 2004) kereru are known to utilise many habitats, including urban

areas. This study has shown that at least one bird was located in a

commercial area for the majority of times it was found. This bird appeared to

be foraging primarily on one kowhai tree. If all that is necessary for kereru to

use an area is the presence of one mature food plant, areas previously thought

to be unsuitable as habitat for native bird species actually have the potential

to provide important resources. By planting known kererii food species in

commercial and industrial areas we could potentially support and increase

the kererii population in Dunedin.

Recommendations

The major flaws with the above study were the small sample size and

the lack of any comparative group of non-rehabilitated birds. An unusually
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low number of birds were admitted for rehabilitation during the study

period/ however sample size could be improved by extending the time period

over which admitted birds are tagged and followed. Sample size was further

reduced by loss of transmitters when the weak-link harness snapped. This

could be avoided by omitting the weak-link/ however this introduces the risk

that the bird will become snagged and potentially damage itself. I believe the

weak-link is a necessary component of the harness. Two of the sampled birds

were lost when they left the study area or their transmitters failed. Attempts

were made to track the birds over the entire area of interest but kereru can

easily move a substantial distance/ with recorded sightings of kererfi crossing

Foveaux Strait from Invercargill to Stewart Island (Harper 2003). I was

unable to extend my sampling area this far/ however it would be valuable to

attempt to track kereru over a wider area in future cases.

For future research I would also recommend capturing and following a

random sample of kereru around the city of Dunedin. This would allow

determination of mortality rates for the entire population and allow

comparison of home range size and habitat use between rehabilitated and

uninjured birds. The data on the rehabilitated birds are less useful if we are

unable to classify what is normal behaviour and survival.
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Chapter 5 - Morphometric sexing of kereru

Introduction

Kereru

Male and female kereru (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae) appear sexually

monomorphic in both plumage and size and are difficult to distinguish in the

field, although juveniles are easily distinguished from adults by differences in

plumage, bill and feet (Higgins & Davies 1996). While sex can be determined

through behavioural observations in the field or genetic techniques, these

methods can be time consuming and costly (Mander et al. 1998; Redman et al.

2002; Shephard et al. 2004).

Information on the sex of birds is needed to plan for translocations,

construct population models or build an accurate picture of population status

(Smith et al. 1999; Setiawan et al. 2004). Translocations in New Zealand can

involve moving few individuals, making it essential that individuals of both

sex are moved and balanced sex ratios are established (Moehrenschlager &

Macdonald 2003). In many cases survival may differ between males and

females which may be of importance for management decisions (Letty et al.

2000; Moehrenschlager & Macdonald 2003; Rogovin & Semenov 2004).

Ability to sex kereru would also be valuable for the Dunedin rehabilitation

programme (chapter 4). Being able to sex each individual admitted for

rehabilitation would provide information on whether both sexes are equally

vulnerable in the urban environment, or if each sex is susceptible to different

causes of injury.
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Morphometries

For some species, the accuracy of morphometric techniques for sexing

individuals can approach or equal the accuracy of genetic techniques, in

addition to being less costly and easier to use in the field (Jodice et a1. 2000).

Morphometric techniques involve taking a series of measurements from

individuals of known sex. These measurements are then analysed, often

usinz a Discriminant Function Analvsis (DFA), which develops a model
l....J ,/ \ /~ L-

allowing sex of unknown individuals to be predicted with varying degrees of

accuracy. While most morphometric work has been conducted on seabirds

(e.g. (Jodice et a1. 2000; Cuthbert et a1. 2003; Devlin et al. 2004; Helfenstein et

a1. 2004) some terrestrial birds are also able to be sexed using morphometries

(Counsilman et a1. 1994; Cucco et a1. 1999; Berlin et al. 2001; Eason et a1. 2001).

While there is little literature available regarding morphometric sexing with

pigeon species it has recently been suggested that there may be variation in

bill characteristics between male and female kererii (N. Egerton, pers comm.)

and rehabilitated kereru are qualitatively sexed according to these

characteristics. As sex of individuals can affect management decisions and

assist research, a morphometric technique allowing kereru to be sexed in the

field is extremely desirable.

Dunedin city has a high rate of kereru mortality due to a large number

of impact related injuries. Many dead kereru are passed to the Otago

Museum by members of the public for storage. 106 birds have been collected

since 1978 and provide a substantial sample for measurement and dissection,

and thereby an assessment of the usefulness of morphometric techniques for

sexing kereru.
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Methods

Sampling

Over the period 1978-2004, 106 dead kereru were collected by the

Otago Museum and were stored frozen. Each bird was removed from the

freezer for one day, processed and returned. Information recorded from each

bird included approximate age (adult or juvenile), bill colour, foot colour and

a series of measurements: bill length (exposed culmen), wing length, head

length, bill width and bill depth (Baldwin 1931). Head and bill measurements

were taken to the nearest tenth of a millimetre (mm) using hand-held vernier

callipers. Wing measurements were taken to the nearest mm using a stop-end

ruler (stopped wing rule). All measurements were made by a single observer

in order to minimise bias. Weights were taken using a hand-held pesola.

Once the measurements had been taken the neck and breast areas were

plucked of feathers, which were retained and frozen for cultural purposes.

An incision was made along the length of the neck exposing the crop cavity.

Any crop contents were removed with tweezers and frozen for future

research. An incision was then made from the cloaca to the rib-cage, exposing

the stomach cavity. The digestive system from just above the stomach to the

cloaca was removed and was also frozen for future research. Each bird was

then sexed by examining the reproductive organs (Figures 12 and 13), and the

size of the reproductive organs was recorded. Size categories were:

immature, small, medium and large. Reproductive organs were not found in

19 kereru, possibly due to the age/condition of the specimen and these birds

were analysed separately.
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Figure 12: Male reproductive organs in kererii.

Figure 13: Female reproductive organs in kererii.
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Statistics

The mean wing length, bill length, bill width, bill height and head

length were calculated for each sex. 95% confidence intervals were also

calculated and these figures were graphed to assess visually if there were any

obvious differences.

A Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) was performed on the

morphometric data using SPSS 11.0. The grouping variable was sex, and the

independents were: bill length, bill width, bill height, head length and wing

length. All groups were classified as equal (prior probabilities). Information

collected on bill and foot colour was not included in the analysis for two

reasons. The first reason was that colour was very variable and there were a

large number of categories in each group. Secondly, this was a subjective

measurement and was therefore non-repeatable. Weights were not included

in the analysis as condition of the sample affected weight substantially, with

older specimens likely to weigh less owing to tissue degradation. Weight is

also likely to be highly variable temporally; with both time of year and time

elapsed since last feeding affecting the measurement. As such this

measurement would add additional variability to the analysis.
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Results

While the mean measurements were marginally and consistently

different between sexes, the 95% confidence intervals showed high levels of

overlap for every measurement (Figures 14 to 17).

Average wing length in relation to sex
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Figure 114: Average wing length in relation to sex for kereru (95°,{l confidence

intervals shown as error bars).

Average head length in relation to sex
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Figure 125: Average head length for male and female kereru (error bars

indicate 95% confidence intervals).
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Average bill length in relation to sex

Figure 16: Average bill len gth in relati on to sex for kereru (95% confide nce

intervals shown as error bars).
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Figure 137: Average bill height and bill wid th for male and fem ale kereru

(error bars indicate 95% confide nce intervals).

Following rem oval of all dam aged specimens and specimens for which

sex was unable to be accurately determined the total sample size (n) was 59.
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The sample population consisted of 28 females (all adults) and 31 males (29

adults, 2 juveniles).

There was no evidence that the DFA incorporating all variables could

discriminate between sexes (p = 0.161). The predictive equation classified

62.7% of the original grouped cases correctly. It was:

Zr = -42.134 + 0.094 wing length +0.291 bill length - 0.279 bill height

0.097 bill width + 0.254 head length

The combination of variables that had the highest proportion of correct

classifications was that of wing length, head length and bill length. This

combination correctly classified 66.1°1<) of original grouped cases (p = 0.050).

The predictive equation was:

Zi = -43.299 + 0.089 wing length + 0.258 head length + 0.251 bill length
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Discussion

Using morphometric measurements in combination with a DFA

allowed birds to be classified to sex with slightly better than random

accuracy. Predictive power was low with only 62.7% accuracy when using all

five variables. Predictive power improved when two of the variables were

excluded; however accuracy was still low at only 66.1%. With such low levels

of accuracy it is unlikely that morphometric sexing will be a useful tool for

kereru conservation or research. Both genetic and behavioural techniques

can provide a higher proportion of correct classifications (Millar et a1. 1997;

Baker & Piersma 1999) and the large improvement in accuracy is likely to be

worth the extra cost.

It is also important to recognise that all the information gained has

come from museum specimens. Using museum specimens to take

measurements for sexing is a common practice (King & Griffiths 1994; Berlin

et a1. 2001; Iko et a1. 2004). However, often little consideration is given to the

quality of these specimens. Shrinkage in museum specimens can be as much

as 4°/tJ of the length of the living body part (Winker 1993). This is a potential

source of bias; however shrinkage should apply to both male and female

specimens. Should anyone wish to further investigate morphometric sexing

of kereru it is recommended that they include a sample of measurements

from genetically sexed live birds.

Even if measurements from live birds become available it is unlikely

that this technique will provide useful information for population

management due to the low level of discrimination seen. As live birds

struggle when being handled, measurements taken from live kereru are likely

to be more variable than those taken from museum specimens, reducing

discriminatory powers further again.
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Chapter 6 - General Discussion

Urban Research and Conservation

Urbanisation is increasing world-wide, and is rapidly becoming one of

the major causes of species endangerment (McKinney 2002). There is a

growing body of literature on impacts of urbanisation on wildlife, such as

habitat loss, fragmentation and human disturbance. (McKinney 2002;

Freeman & Buck 2003). However, there is little published literature on urban

ecology in New Zealand (Freeman & Buck 2003). Urbanisation is also

increasing here and around 85% of the New Zealand population live in urban

areas (Freeman & Buck 2003). It is essential that more research is conducted

into the effect of urban areas on New Zealand's native wildlife, and their

potential role as new and unique habitats.

While urbanisation commonly results in a negative change to species

abundance or composition, it is also possible for wildlife to exploit the novel

resources provided by a city (Clergeau et al. 1998). Developed areas are

typically regarded as a threat to native species, however managing these

urban environments with awareness of wildlife requirements could

potentially provide resources to promote and sustain a small section of our

native fauna.

Education of the general public is an integral component of any

wildlife conservation programme (Maguire & Servheen 1992; Fernandez

Juricic & [okimaki 2001). Due to a high proportion of the human population

living in developed areas, most peoples' primary experiences with wildlife

will occur in urban environments (Freeman & Buck 2003). Enhancing

biodiversity in these urban areas will boost exposure of city dwellers to

wildlife and educate them about wildlife requirements and behaviours. This

in turn should increase interest in, and assist preservation of, biodiversity in
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natural areas (Savard et al. 2000). There is enormous potential to promote

conservation, within both urban and natural areas, through management of

urban wildlife in conjunction with education of urban dwellers.

Dunedin Kererii Population

Kereru

Kererii tHemiphaga novaeseelandiae) is a species of immense biological

and cultural significance. As the only extant New Zealand bird species

capable of swallowing fruits greater than 12 mm in diameter they are a major

disperser of large fruit-bearing tree species (McEwan 1978; Mander et al.

1998). Loss of kereru as a seed dispersal agent could have long-term effects

on the composition of native forests (Burrows 1994). This dispersal role has

caused kereru to be considered first among all the children of Tane (God of

the Forest), and they are deemed a taonga (treasured) species by many Maori

(Gordon 1938).

Despite their important biological and cultural roles, kereru are in

serious decline over much of mainland New Zealand (Pierce et al. 1993; Clout

et al. 1995; Clout et al. 1995). The primary threat to kereru and cause of

decline is predation, although they are also threatened by illegal hunting,

impact-related mortality and insufficient resources in poor fruiting years

(Pierce et al. 1993; Clout et al. 1995; Innes et al. 2004). While it is recognised

that many kereru populations face potential extinction, the kereru population

in the urban Dunedin environment is highly visible and appears to be healthy

(Pierce et al. 1993; Clout et al. 1995).

Abundance Estimation and Habitat Preferences

No previous research has quantified the abundance of kereru in

Dunedin or investigated which habitats in the city support the highest
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number of birds. Knowledge on species abundance is necessary to build

distribution maps, assess population trends, investigate species-habitat

relationships and manage wildlife populations (Heydon et a1. 2000; le Mar et

a1. 2001; Rosenstock et a1. 2002; Norvell et a1. 2003). I used distance sampling

to estimate the population of kereru in the city of Dunedin at 334 individuals.

This method also allowed the determination of densities of kereru in each

habitat of interest, indicating which habitats have important roles for the

Dunedin population.

It was found that kereru densities were highest in the bush/forest (0.24

birds per hectare) and residential 1 (0.16 birds per hectare) habitat within the

city. This suggests that these two habitat types are crucial for the success of

urban kereru: if they were unavailable the number of kereru in the city would

decrease by more than half. This has important implications for the long-term

persistence of the Dunedin kererii population. In order to manage the kereru

it is necessary that these two habitats also be managed and maintained.

While bush/forest and residential 1 habitat are obviously central to

supporting high kereru densities they represent only a small proportion of the

urban environment (bush/forest = 18.5% of area, residential 1 = 8°;{) of area).

The residential 2 habitat, which supported only low kereru densities, covers

50% of the urban environment. Enhancement of residential 2 areas to increase

their attractiveness to kererii would see this large area being more heavily

utilised and result in far higher kereru abundance throughout Dunedin City.

The above method of abundance estimation showed how kereru

densities differed in the habitats of interest. Having proven that densities

differed between habitats I analysed whether this distribution was random or

if resource selection was occurring. Resource selection by urban kereru in

Dunedin was found to be significantly non-random, i.e. selection is occurring.

Residential 1 habitat, despite having lower densities of kereru than the
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bush/forest habitat, was being selected above the bush/forest habitat. This

may be because resource selection methods take availability of the resource,

in this case area, into account (Manly et al. 2002). This implies that this

habitat is of extreme importance to the population. Knowledge of population

size and habitat preferences of kereru maximises effective construction of

management goals.

In spite of the common perception that there are seasonal trends in the

Dunedin kereru population there was no clear evidence of any such trends.

Distance sampling detected no difference in density, or even detection, of

birds between cool and warm seasons and therefore no difference in

abundance between seasons. Resource selection functions also did not differ

between seasons, suggesting habitats are selected consistently regardless of

time of year. This implies that the kereru population in Dunedin is relatively

sedentary and utilises the same habitats year round. Another possibility is

that kereru move both into and out of the area at certain times of year, but the

net movement results in density, abundance and selection remaining

constant. Radio-tracking specific individuals would be one way to test the

theory that the Dunedin kereru are sedentary.

Rehabilitation

Kererii within Dunedin are prone to injuries which lead to their

undergoing rehabilitation. While data on causes and outcomes of this

rehabilitation have been collected for a number of years no use had yet been

made of the information and no information had been collected on the fate of

individuals post-rehabilitation. It is important that post-release survival be

measured so that success of the rehabilitation process can be evaluated

(Lander et al. 2002). Rehabilitation uses many resources, including time,
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facilities and money, and post-release monitoring allows the rehabilitator to

determine if the cost of the process is justified.

I studied the common causes of injury and investigated whether

factors such as the cause of injury, age of bird and time of year could be used

to predict the outcome of rehabilitation. The outcome of rehabilitation

(survival or death) was predicted correctly in 74.5% of cases (p = 0.043),

however no one factor allowed prediction of the outcome. The most common

causes of injury were impact-related injuries (37%) and other injuries

(fractures and lacerations, 24%). This information can be used to develop a

mitigation strategy to minimise threats to urban kereru.

Monitoring following release from the rehabilitation programme

revealed that post-release mortality was at least 33%. If success of

rehabilitation is defined as survival for a four week period then 33°;{) of

releases would be considered successful. However, low sample size (n = 6)

combined with high transmitter loss and bird loss do not allow any significant

conclusions about post-release mortality to be drawn from the data.

Monitoring ideally needs to be conducted on more birds as the number of

kereru rehabilitated over the year of the study was unusually low.

Morphometric Sexing

As kereru populations in many areas grow increasingly threatened, the

option exists to translocate birds from one area to another. Success of any

translocation may be influenced by the sex-ratio of the individuals being

moved, success being more likely when the sex-ratio is not skewed. This was

the primary motivation to assess the value of morphometric sexing as a tool to

sex kereru, Morphometric sexing was also a potentially valuable tool for the

management of the kereru rehabilitation programme (chapter 4). Ability to
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sex individuals would allow determination of any sex-related trends in injury

within the urban environment and in response to rehabilitation.

I found discrimination between male and female birds was low, with

only 66% of kereru being correctly classified. This indicates that

morphometric sexing is not a viable tool for the management of kereru and

both behavioural and genetic techniques would provide a higher proportion

of correct classifications (Millar et al. 1997; Mander et al. 1998; Baker &

Piersma 1999).

Future Directions

Abundance of Kereru Populations

Prior research on kereru has tended either to use index counts to

determine abundance, or focus on survival and nesting success of radio

tagged individuals (e.g. [ames & Clout 1996; e.g. Gillies et al. 2003;

Powlesland et al. 2003; Innes et al. 2004). While these measures provide

useful information, comparison between the above study and prior research is

difficult. It would be valuable to have a measure of kereru density in a

natural environment. This would allow us to establish if the kereru density in

Dunedin was equivalent to density in the wild, or if parts of the urban

environment have the ability to support higher densities of native birds than

in the natural environment.

Kereru in Dunedin City

The above study was conducted over a year-long period. While the

information gathered gives a valuable snap-shot of the current status of the

population it gives no representation of long-term trends in the urban kereru

population. In order to monitor overall health of Dunedin kereru some form

of long-term monitoring would need to be established. Long-term
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monitoring would allow trends in the population to be detected and managed

as they appeared. Given that kererii are in decline over much of the country it

is important to monitor and protect healthy populations where they are

found.

Kereru were also observed to use a wide range of resources, both

native and exotic, over the period of the study. While habitat selection was

measured, further research into selection on a finer scale might highlight

which specific resources were necessary for both survival and reproduction.

Researching selection on a finer scale would require a detailed picture of

resource distribution within the urban environment to be built.

Research into the rehabilitation programme provided interesting data

on causes of injury to kererii and the likelihood of a successful outcome. Post

release monitoring, while useful, requires a larger sample size in order to

draw conclusions about the value of the rehabilitation process. Conducting

research over a longer time frame would create a more realistic picture of the

usefulness of rehabilitation and show whether kereru were accepted into the

breeding population following rehabilitation.

At least one of the kererii was predated or scavenged following release.

Urban areas often have high populations of domestic cats (Felis catus) which

are probable predators on both young and adult kererii (Gillies 2003).

Research into the diet and feeding habits of domestic cats would provide

valuable information about the threat they pose to urban bird species.

Information gathered in this manner could be used to educate cat-owners

about the dangers posed to native wildlife by cats. This could potentially lead

to more responsible pet ownership and reduced kereru mortality.
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Urban Area Management

Despite the common conception that urban areas have a negative

influence on native wildlife it is becoming increasingly apparent that

urbanised environments can, and have, been exploited by a range of species

throughout the developed world (e.g. Clergeau et al. 1998; Karan 2000;

Fernandez-Iuricic 2000; e.g. Atwood et al. 2004). Urban habitats have the

ability to serve as important resources for native wildlife. It is crucial that this

be recognised so that the mounting number of urban areas can be utilised to

maintain and increase desirable populations of native wildlife.

The above research has drawn attention to habitat areas in the urban

Dunedin environment of importance for the success and persistence of the

Dunedin kereru population. This information is particularly valuable in

assisting future management choices. Awareness of the habitats which are

particularly valuable to kereru and their general patterns of vegetation make

it likely that we can predict the effect of future changes to habitat

compositions. For example, altering habitats which are currently under

utilised to better represent favoured habitats in terms of vegetation

composition and structure is likely to increase overall density and abundance

of kereru in the city.

Having wildlife such as kererii within the urban environment provides

many opportunities for education and advocacy. The majority of New

Zealanders reside in urban areas and have few chances to interact with and

observe native species. Promoting biodiversity in these developed regions

can provide people with new perspectives about the natural environment and

their impact upon it (DeStefano & DeGraaf 2003). This in turn should lead to

an enhanced understanding of biodiversity in non-urban areas. Recent work

in an urban area found that the majority of city dwellers believed quality of

life was enhanced by the presence of wildlife and conservation education
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should be a priority (Mankin et al. 1999). In our increasingly developed

world it is critical that attitudes such as these be fostered in order to secure

the future of native species such as the kereru. Urban environments have

immense potential both as a habitat for wildlife and a tool for education on

conservation for the future.
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